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Welcome
The green bond market breaks the US$100bn barrier, approaches to climate risk 
disclosure, and why drones can be a friend to professional accountants

five South Asian countries (page 28).

The burgeoning global market in the 

use of drone data – gathering aerial 

information for insight into capital 

projects – has not gone unnoticed by 

the Big Four firms. Last month, PwC 

announced a new team of specialists in 

the UK to help clients extract value from 

drone data. Our article on page 24 looks 

at how drones are taking off.

If, like many people, you’re still unsure 

what bitcoin is all about, on page 56 we 

explain what it is and what its potential 

might be. Meanwhile in her column on 

page 16, Ramona Dzinkowski suggests 

that Canada, with its ready supply of 

cheap hydropower, could host the huge 

data centres needed for bitcoin mining.

Finally, in our interview this month, we 

meet Tomáš Kouřil FCCA, CFO of O2 

Czech Republic. Kouřil is fascinated by 

the symbiosis between large and small 

companies – a relationship he sees in 

his work with startups through O2’s 

incubator. Read his story on page 12. AB

Annabella Gabb, international editor

annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com

According to a new report 
commissioned by HSBC, the green 
bond market is expected to hit a new 
high in 2018 after breaking through 
the US$100bn barrier for the first time 
back in November.

Interest is gaining traction around the 

world. Last year, China led for national 

bond issuance, followed by France, the 

US, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, 

Mexico, Spain, India and Canada. In our 

cover feature on page 36, we consider 

the growth in the market and what this 

means for companies looking to boost 

their green credentials. 

A succession of natural disasters has 

recently wreaked billions of dollars worth 

of damage globally, reinforcing the 

importance of climate risk disclosure. 

On page 26, we look at how companies 

in New Zealand have approached 

accounting for natural disasters in the 

wake of earlier earthquakes. 

Elsewhere, we reveal how a lack of 

financial skills threatens the success of 

donor-funded projects on the Indian 

subcontinent (page 30) and examine 

progress with IPSAS implementation in 
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The Thomas fire, which 
spread over 281,900 acres 
in Southern California, 
was finally contained, 
after costing more 
than US$177m to fight 
and causing US$10bn 
in damage. Five years 
of drought in California 
helped the fire to spread. 

Fiji’s decision to ban 
live coral exports has 
prompted warnings about 
job losses among local 
companies. The ban is 
part of the government’s 
commitment to protect 
the coral system; 
companies in breach face 
fines of up to US$9,830.

Disney – which owns 
the Star Wars franchise 
as well as many other 
iconic brands – is set 
to buy 21st Century 
Fox assets from 
Rupert Murdoch’s 
media empire for 
US$52.4bn in a historic 
Hollywood merger.

Rare giant lily pads have 
been attracting tourists 
back to Piquete Cue in 
Paraguay in droves. For 
US$5, visitors can take a 
boat to see the 1.5m wide 
pads – Victoria cruziana 
– which disappeared 
in 2006 due to river 
dredging and theft.
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PwC India ban
PwC has been banned from auditing listed companies in 

India for two years. The Securities and Exchange Board of 

India (SEBI) said that PwC’s audit of failed IT company Satyam 

accepted assurances from management without proper checks. 

PwC’s Indian network said: ‘The SEBI order relates to a fraud 

that took place nearly a decade ago in which we played no 

part and had no knowledge of.... there has been no intentional 

wrong doing by PW firms in the unprecedented management 

perpetrated fraud at Satyam, nor have we seen any material 

evidence to the contrary. We believe that the order is also not 

in line with the directions of the Hon’ble Bombay High Court 

order of 2010 and so we are confident of getting a stay. We 

have however learnt the lessons of Satyam and invested heavily 

over the last nine years in building a robust and high quality 

audit practice, as also confirmed in 2015 by an independent 

monitor appointed by the US SEC and the Public Company 

Accounting Oversight Board.’

News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at 
the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession

US tax write-downs 
The passing of tax reform 

legislation in the US has 

caused large write-downs 

by several big corporations 

of the deferred tax assets 

held on their balance sheets. 

Citigroup will make a likely 

$16bn charge on its accounts 

for the loss in value of its 

deferred tax assets, while 

other companies expected 

to make write-downs include 

Goldman Sachs ($5bn); Bank 

of America ($3bn); American 

Express ($2.4bn); Shell 

($2bn); Barclays ($1.3bn); and 

Morgan Stanley ($1.25bn). 

But each is set to benefit in 

the longer term from the cut 

in corporation tax from 35% 

to 21%. The deferred tax 

assets were mostly built up 

by losses incurred during the 

financial crash.

PwC found negligent
PwC was negligent in 

failing to detect a $2bn 

fraud perpetrated against 

its audit client the Colonial 

Bank, a US federal court 

has determined. A lawsuit 

had been brought by the 

Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corp (FDIC) for losses 

incurred at one of Colonial 

Bank’s largest clients, Taylor 

Bean & Whitaker Mortgage 

Corp. TBW had covered 

borrowings from Colonial by 

selling it securities already 

sold to other investors. 

In a statement PwC said: 

‘PricewaterhouseCoopers 

is pleased that the court 

properly rejected all of the 

claims asserted by Colonial 

BancGroup as well as several 

of the key claims asserted 

by the FDIC. The court’s 

ruling recognises that in 

addition to those CBG 

employees who perpetrated 

the fraud, numerous other 

employees at Colonial 

Bancgroup actively and 

substantially interfered with 

PricewaterhouseCoopers’ 

audit. The FDIC was only 

able to prevail on the 

claim that it did based 

on an earlier novel 

ruling by the court that 

immunised the FDIC from 

imputation-based defenses. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 

intends to appeal that 

novel ruling at the earliest 

possible opportunity. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 

is also pleased with the 

court’s finding that it did 

not cause a substantial 

portion of the damages 

the FDIC is seeking. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 

looks forward to the 

damages phase where 

the FDIC will bear the 

burden of proof on what 

remains of their inflated 

damages claim.’

RSM tops US$5bn 
RSM has broken through 

the US$5bn barrier with 

a 5.6% rise in revenue in 

2017, to US$5.1bn. The 

global network moved 

into eight new countries 

in 2017, and international 

client referrals leapt 

by 20%. The strongest 

regional growth was in sub-

Saharan Africa, with 13.6%. 

Jean Stephens, CEO, 

RSM International, said: 

‘Coming off the back of a 

very strong year, we look 

forward to forging ahead 

and helping our clients 
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New York takes IPO crown
Step aside Hong Kong. The New York Stock Exchange was the 

new king of the block when it came to IPOs in 2017. From its 

third-place ranking in 2016, when it generated IPO proceeds 

of US$14bn, the exchange doubled that figure the following 

year to generate a whopping US$29.1bn.

2017

2016

Source: Mainland China and Hong Kong 2017 Review: IPOs and other 
market trends, KPMG

Rank Stock exchange IPO proceeds (US$bn)

1 New York Stock Exchange 29.1

2 Shanghai Stock Exchange 19.7

3 London Stock Exchange 15.6

4 Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 14.7

5 Shenzen Stock Exchange 12.6

Rank Stock exchange IPO proceeds (US$bn)

1 Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 25

2 Shanghai Stock Exchange 14.9

3 New York Stock Exchange 14

4 Japan Exchange Group 7.7

5 NASDAQ 7.6

embrace this new digital and 

data-driven world.’

Carbon impact
ExxonMobil has agreed 

to report on the impact 

of climate change on its 

operations and future 

earnings. The move 

addresses demands from 

institutional investors and a 

legal action from the New 

York attorney general. In a 

regulatory filing to the US 

Securities and Exchange 

Commission, ExxonMobil 

said ‘the board has decided 

to further enhance the 

company’s disclosures... 

These enhancements will 

include energy demand 

sensitivities, implications 

of 2°C scenarios, and 

positioning for a lower-

carbon future.’

KPMG grows globally
KPMG’s global revenues 

grew by 5% to $26.4bn in the 

2017 tax year. Revenues grew 

by 8.1% in the Asia Pacific 

region, 4.4% in the Americas 

and 4.0% in Europe, the 

Middle East and Africa. Audit 

revenues increased 3.1% to 

$10.39bn; tax revenues by 

5.9% to $5.83bn; and advisory 

revenues by 6% to $10.18bn. 

An extra 37,000 graduates 

and other entry-level 

professionals were recruited, 

bringing the total global 

workforce to 200,000.

SA bank resists ANC
The South African Reserve 

Bank is resisting proposals 

from the ruling African 

National Congress to 

said his new administration 

will root out corruption. 

Former foreign minister 

Walter Mzembi and former 

energy minister Samuel 

Undenge have been charged 

with criminal abuse of office 

– both deny the allegations.

Steinhoff audit probe
Deloitte’s auditing of 

the troubled Steinhoff 

corporation is being 

investigated by regulators 

in both South Africa and 

the Netherlands. Steinhoff 

has announced that some 

of the financial results of 

subsidiary companies will 

nationalise it. Responding to 

a vote at the ANC’s annual 

conference, the bank said the 

proposal was ‘unwarranted 

given the country’s fragile 

economic situation’. 

Delegates backed a motion 

calling for the government to 

purchase shares in the central 

bank, as well as supporting 

another resolution calling 

for the expropriation of land 

without compensation.

Eni, Shell face trial
Two of the world’s largest 

energy companies, Eni and 

Shell, are to be tried in Italy 

on allegations of corruption 

over the acquisition of oil 

drilling licences off the 

coast of Nigeria. The trial 

is set to begin in March in 

Milan and will also see two 

former executives – Claudio 

Descalzi, previously Eni’s 

chief executive, and Malcolm 

Brinded, a former Shell 

chief of exploration and 

production – face charges. 

Both companies and 

former executives deny any 

wrongdoing.

Zimbabwe changes
Zimbabwe’s new president 

Emmerson Mnangagwa is 

overseeing policy reforms 

aimed at bringing the 

country back into the global 

economic community. 

Finance minister Patrick 

Chinamasa has introduced 

measures designed to cut 

the fiscal deficit from 9.4% to 

3.5% of GDP. Civil servants 

over 65 will be told to retire, 

reducing the government’s 

wage bill. Mnangagwa has 

need to be restated and 

has engaged PwC to review 

accounting irregularities 

found by Deloitte in its 

audits. The European Central 

Bank has sold its holding of 

bonds in Steinhoff, booking 

a substantial loss on the 

transaction. Lwazi Bam, 

chief executive of Deloitte 

Africa, said: ‘Deloitte is 

fully cooperating with the 

regulators and will continue 

to fulfil its ethical, legal and 

regulatory obligations.’

 

Saudi boosts budget
Saudi Arabia is boosting 

its domestic budget by 5% 
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Afghanistan award
ACCA has given a President’s Recognition Award to Muhammad 

Zarif Ludin (pictured above), CEO of an accountancy body set 

up to develop the profession in Afghanistan.

The rarely granted award is given to mark exceptional 

personal commitment to developing the accountancy 

profession. ACCA immediate past president Brian McEnery 

paid tribute to Ludin’s personal commitment and drive 

in setting up Certified Professional Accountants (CPA) 

Afghanistan and his role in the development of accountancy 

law in the country. The body is growing the pipeline of 

professional accountants, working to drive up ethical and 

educational standards, undertaking capacity building activities 

and championing the accountancy profession.

Making the award at a CPA Afghanistan conference in Kabul 

in December, McEnery said: ‘Zarif has worked tirelessly to 

establish Afghanistan’s first professional accountancy body, 

taking an important step towards the government’s vision of 

professional accountants being recognised as custodians of 

ethical standards.’

this year to US$261bn, as 

it seeks to stimulate the 

economy out of recession. 

The finance ministry also 

announced that its target to 

achieve a balanced budget 

has been deferred from 2020 

to 2023. The move is in line 

with IMF suggestions that 

Saudi Arabia ease austerity 

to boost growth. The 

government also launched 

a $19bn programme to 

stimulate private sector 

activity, backed by plans 

to partially privatise the 

state-owned Saudi Aramco 

oil producer. Meanwhile, 

tension is rising between 

some Saudi Arabian 

princes and Crown Prince 

Mohammed bin Salman, who 

is reshaping the state and 

removing various privileges. 

Eleven princes have been 

detained by the police after 

they publicly protested over 

the suspension of a subsidy 

that paid their utility bills. 

KPMG buys Cyberinc
KPMG has bought Silcon 

Valley cyber solutions 

provider Cyberinc, which 

employs 190 people in the 

US, India, Australia and 

the UK. ‘The addition of 

the Cyberinc team and 

capabilities is yet another 

example of how KPMG is 

investing in cybersecurity,’ 

said Gordon Archibald, the 

national lead for cybersecurity 

services at KPMG Australia. 

GT pays audit fine
Grant Thornton has made a 

US$1.5m payment to settle 

charges of audit failures and 

quality control violations. 

The Public Company 

Accounting Oversight Board 

(PCAOB) levied the penalty 

and censure in relation in 

part to Grant Thornton’s 

2013 audit of The Bancorp, 

a financial services practice 

based in Philadelphia. 

PCAOB found that Grant 

Thornton knew that partners 

engaged in the audit had 

failed to properly perform 

audits in prior years, yet 

continued to allow them to 

serve. ‘This matter should 

serve as a case study for 

what not to do,’ said the 

outgoing PCAOB chairman 

James R. Doty. 

Deloitte Turkey fined
Deloitte’s practice in Turkey 

– DRT Bagimsiz Denetim 

ve Serbest Muhasebeci 

Mali Musavirlik – has had 

a US$750,000 penalty 

imposed on it. PCAOB 

found that the firm had 

devised and implemented 

a plan to improperly alter 

documents in advance of a 

PCAOB inspection in 2014. 

It was also charged with 

violating quality control and 

ethics standards relating 

to the performance of 

professional responsibilities 

with integrity, as well as 

audit documentation 

standards. Two former 

Deloitte Turkey partners, 

including the former national 

professional practice 

director, were sanctioned 

for their involvement in 

the misconduct. 

Maduro’s crypto cash
Venezuela’s president 

Nicolas Maduro has 

announced that Venezuela 

will issue 100 million units 

of a cryptocurrency, to 

raise about US$6bn for the 

cash-strapped government. 

The ‘petro’ is to be backed 

by the country’s oil, gas, 

gold and diamond reserves. 

‘Every petro will be equal 

in value to Venezuela’s oil 

barrel,’ said the president. 

Venezuela is believed to 

hold the world’s largest oil 

reserves, with state income 

collapsing following the fall 

in oil prices. AB

Compiled by Paul Gosling, 

journalist
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CVi

2015
Appointed vice-chairman; 

won CFO of the Year award

2014
CFO, O2 Czech Republic; 

previous roles included 

director, finance and investor 

relations, and director of 

commercial controlling

2007
Director, corporate finance,

O2 Telefónica, Czech 

Republic

2006
Head of launch office,  

O2 Slovakia

1999
Auditor, Deloitte, Prague, 

Czech Republic

1997
Group marketing director,

Kapucín, Třebíč

The right call
Tomáš Kouřil FCCA, CFO at O2 Czech Republic, believes multinationals need the 
entrepreneurial spirit of startups to survive in today’s competitive market

Fintech, smart homes and big data are just 
some of the ways modern technology is 
transforming our lives. Telecommunications 
companies have traditionally spearheaded 
such developments and, to keep his 
company at the forefront of change, Tomáš 
Kouřil FCCA, CFO at O2 Czech Republic, 
recently extended his responsibilities to 
include startups and the innovation sector.

‘In telecommunications, the world is 

changing so quickly, finance professionals 

need to understand what is happening,’ 

he warns.

Now in his 14th year with the telecoms 

giant, Kouřil has spent most of his finance 

career with global big hitters. But his story 

began in very different surroundings, far 

away from the world of Prague-based 

multinationals in which he currently works.  

His office, located in a smart business 

park, overlooks the D1 motorway, the Czech 

Republic’s principal highway. At the other 

end of this road lies the provincial town of 

Třebíč where, while still at university, he 

was appointed group marketing director at 

Kapucín, a small Czech-owned firm supplying 

the construction industry and telecoms 

sector. Reporting to the chief executive, he 

was responsible for all aspects of the group’s 

marketing activity and learned a valuable 

lesson. ‘The key thing that I discovered was 

that without a solid finance background, it’s 

impossible to manage a business.’

Small is beautiful
Kouřil believes that his experience at Kapucín provided him 

with a firm foundation, making it an excellent starting point 

for his career. ‘It helped me to understand the bigger picture,’ 

he says. A small firm may by its nature be less corporate 

than a multinational corporation, but it also involves much 

more of what he refers to as ‘common sense’, which is so 

important in day-to-day operations. 

Kouřil appreciates the chance he had 

to work closely with Kapucín’s owner, 

describing it as a privilege. ‘Working with 

something smaller helped me when I later 

moved to a corporation,’ he says, adding 

that at smaller firms ‘you see the results of 

your work sooner, even in the early stage of 

your career’.

Conversely, he explains that at large 

companies, teamwork and relationships are 

different. ‘At large firms, where you don’t 

know people by name or you are working 

anonymously with others, people start to 

behave differently.’ 

Later, Kouřil moved to Deloitte, where 

he primarily worked in audit. ‘The culture 

of a privately owned Czech company was 

quite different to the American style of 

management at the Big Four. What I liked 

most at Deloitte was the variety of clients 

and colleagues I worked with, and I learned 

a lot there.’

After four years, Kouřil switched to O2 

Czech Republic, choosing to continue his 

career at a multinational company. The 

cultural difference between small and large 

companies still interests him – especially 

now, as the fourth industrial revolution ushers 

in unprecedented technological change, and 

even large companies cannot afford to stand 

still. Kouřil notes that telecommunications 

firms are facing pressure, especially on their 

profit margins, from new competitors. 

‘We need to innovate in our traditional business,’ he says. O2 

encourages internal innovation in order to help it understand 

and meet evolving customer needs. ‘We need a startup spirit 

and projects within the company. We are also investing in 

startups run by external managers,‘ he explains. ‘We believe 

that by putting our O2 “ecosystem” into startups we can help 

to scale up joint businesses. More and more of our traditional 

products are becoming commodities, so we are launching new 

products and entering what for us are new markets.’ 
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i Tips

* ‘It is very useful to work directly with a business 

owner at some point in your career, and to enhance 

this experience by working at a large company and 

obtaining a relevant finance qualification.’

* ‘Attention to detail is expected of a finance professional, 

but when you are promoted, you won’t be able to apply 

the same level of detail, so you must take a general, 

selective view and let other team members do their job.’

* ‘Remember that nothing is free in life. You must suffer 

if you want to achieve something. For example, for 

some of your career, you may only have limited time 

with your family.’ 

Such markets include financial services, which O2 launched in 

the Czech Republic and Slovakia in 2015. ‘In just 12 months after 

we entered the insurtech [insurance technology] market, we had 

acquired 100,000 insurance policies. And in a further six months, 

we doubled that to 200,000. This probably isn’t what you would 

expect from a traditional telecommunications company, but we 

saw an opportunity and went for it.’

Another new venture came about after the Czech government 

introduced legislation in 2016 that obliged hotels, restaurants 

and retailers to provide electronic records of their sales to the 

tax authorities. O2 saw this change as an opportunity and swiftly 

introduced a new product in response. ‘Other similar projects 

will come in the future,’ he notes. ‘This is only the beginning.’

The two worlds, corporate and startup, have a symbiotic 

relationship, he adds. ‘A startup without access to a customer 

base? No way! Correspondingly, a corporation without 

entrepreneurial spirit lacks the agility to change.’ Kouřil argues 

that O2 has benefited tremendously from the startup platform: 

‘It’s difficult to move what used to be a big ship like O2. 

Startups are much more flexible, which brings us back to the 

issue of small versus large.’

Startup work is not without its challenges, however. 

‘You have to be very disciplined,’ he advises. ‘Things happen 

very fast, and it’s all very sexy, but you must be strict about 

how much time you spend on that, because the core business 

still has to be taken care of.’ 

Yet O2’s startup projects are reaping results. Take mobile 

app Taxify. In December, O2 sold its share in the ride-hailing 

platform for CZK70m, nine times its initial investment made 

18 months earlier. Taxify founder Markus Villig praised the 

flexibility of O2’s startup team, which he said was ‘not at all 

common in large corporations’. 
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Basicsi

* The largest integrated telecommunications provider in 

the Czech Republic, O2 operates almost eight million 

mobile and fixed lines. 

* In Slovakia, which O2 entered in 2007, the company 

has been mobile operator of the year for eight years 

running and now has nearly two million customers. 

* As a part of its Smart Home concept, O2 launched the 

O2 Smart Box, improving customer experience with its 

home wifi network. It also brings O2TV, broadband and 

home security onto a single platform. 

* O2 runs innovation via its startup platform, which focuses 

on retail and multichannel companies, with startups using 

the O2 ecosystem to scale the business up. Technologies 

include online sales booster mluvii.com, and Pygmalios, 

which provides advance footfall analytics.

alone. ‘Without a great team, I would 

never have been able to receive the 

award. For me, this is very much a 

team effort.’

Today, Kouřil is also vice-chairman 

of the O2 Czech Republic board, as 

well as continuing to be involved in 

the startup scene. In looking back 

over his career, he is optimistic about 

the future of the finance profession 

in the Czech Republic. ‘I see 

young professionals with the right 

education and approach becoming 

part of the auditor community, 

which is definitely a healthy trend.’ 

But he stresses that finance professionals must continue to 

learn and develop. One area of development is to adopt a 

customer-focused mindset to enable them to understand what 

customers need.

‘My vision of modern finance is that we as an industry need 

to move from a purely supportive role to more of a business 

partnering function. We can be part of decision-making. You 

can influence decisions by presenting the financial perspective, 

and help the company create value,’ he says.  AB

David Creighton, journalist

In 2006, Kouřil helped set up the O2 business in Slovakia, 

which started with applying for a tender licence. ‘It was not 

just about winning the tender – the work actually involved 

a business startup,’ he recalls, adding that the project was 

a new adventure and that he gained another skillset. ‘We 

started the entire telco business over a very intensive six-

month period. The licence was granted on the very same 

day as my son was born. I will remember that moment 

for the rest of my life. My boss called me at the hospital, 

congratulated me – and then told me I was going to Slovakia 

straight away.’

Further challenges came in 2013, when Spanish parent 

company Telefónica agreed to sell a 65.9% share in O2 Czech 

Republic to Czech-based PPF Group, in a deal worth €2.5bn. 

The new company subsequently changed its name to O2 

Czech Republic, and later decided to split up its fixed and 

mobile infrastructure operations. 

Kouřil notes that this was the first voluntary spinoff in 

the telecommunications sector – ‘so there weren’t many 

examples we could be inspired by. We created everything 

through our best efforts, with no guidelines on how to 

separate the telco infrastructure,’ he 

explains, noting that such a process 

is now becoming more common. ‘We 

are seeing this becoming a trend, 

as other companies consider doing 

something similar, but not to the 

same extent as we did – rather, they 

are separating part of the business. 

We divided the entire infrastructure, 

which was a unique approach.’

‘From an accounting perspective, 

separating the infrastructure into 

the new company involved my 

accounting and controlling teams 

making decisions on about 750,000 

items on the assets register,’ Kouřil 

says. ‘And then we had to decide whether the items went on 

the right or the left of the balance sheet. Often, very technical 

questions were raised, and we had to split up individual entries.’ 

Team effort 
Such an achievement did not go unnoticed. In 2015, Kouřil 

won the Czech Republic’s CFO of the Year award. He was 

nominated by fellow board members of the CFO Club, an 

association of financial managers of leading Czech companies. 

‘I see it as a team award, and recognition for all the work done 

on the first voluntary separation of infrastructure in the telco 

world.’ He is clear that the accolade was not due to his work 

‘A startup needs 
access to a customer 

base, while a 
corporation without 

entrepreneurial 
spirit lacks the 

necessary speed to 
change’
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Mining alternative
Heard of bitcoin mining? If you haven’t, you’re probably not alone. But it exists and 
Ramona Dzinkowski predicts that Canada will become the number one host for miners

electricity at bargain basement prices 

– will become the preferred home of 

bitcoin miners worldwide.

For example, Hut 8, in partnership 

with Bitfury (one of the largest coin 

miners in the world), announced late last 

year that it will maintain and operate 

North America’s largest bitcoin mining 

data centres in Drumheller, with possible 

expansion to other cities in Alberta and 

other provinces. To this end, Hut 8 is 

currently negotiating deals for cheap 

electricity with provinces across Canada.

The Bank of Canada has also lent 

credibility to the highly speculative 

cryptocurrency as a form of exchange 

(as opposed to an asset or commodity) 

by taking a hard look at the prospect of 

issuing a digital currency itself.

As for the potential downsides, there 

are clearly cons that will impact the 

success of bitcoin mining in Canada, 

which also characterise the market 

for cryptocurrencies worldwide. 

Large investors (those with long-term 

retirement goals in mind) loathe volatility 

and uncertainty, and as the North 

American Securities Administrators 

Association (NASAA) has made clear, 

cryptocurrencies are currently a high-risk 

proposition and subject to minimal 

regulatory oversight. Cryptocurrency 

accounts are also not currently insured 

by federal deposit insurance bodies, 

and investors will have to rely on their 

own computer security systems, as well 

as those of third parties, to protect 

purchased cryptocurrencies from theft. AB

Ramona Dzinkowski is a Canadian 

economist and editor-in-chief of the 

Sustainable Accounting Review

As an economist, I miss the old days 
when forecasting economic growth 
was relatively simple, based upon 
predictions of supply and demand for 
reasonably recognisable products, 
services and money. In Canada, where 
the economy has historically relied on 
the spoils of the land, this typically 
meant understanding the market 
fundamentals of a handful of long-
traded resources with relatively stable 
prices and supply.

Alas, those days are gone. A new type 

of mining has emerged that has left 

many a commodity expert scratching 

their head – bitcoin mining. It seems 

that following the threat of a systematic 

tightening of bitcoin mining operations 

in China, Canada with its robust power 

grid is the next best option. (For an 

explanation of bitcoin, see Back to 

basics on page 56.)

If you have no idea what bitcoin 

mining is, rest assured you are not 

alone. Bitcoinmining.com defines it 

as ‘the process of adding transaction 

records to Bitcoin’s public ledger 

of past transactions or blockchain’, 

noting that ‘bitcoin miners help 

keep the bitcoin network secure by 

approving transactions’.

So what does bitcoin mining mean for 

economies such as Canada and Iceland 

with a ready supply of lower-cost hydro/

solar resources to power warehouses full 

of bitcoin mining machines?

Let me be the first to take a crack 

at predicting the future. In my view, 

Canada – with its firmly established 

rule of law, stable economy, educated 

workforce and provincial power 

authorities amenable to selling off 

The Bank of 
Canada has lent 
credibility to the 

cryptocurrency as 
a form of exchange 

by looking at 
issuing a digital 

currency itself
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Handheld scanners 
to detect fake drugs 
are being developed 

and tested in the 
UK and other 

countries

The drugs don’t work
Dealing with Africa’s malaria problem is more than simply a matter of treating its cause 
– the war on the proliferation of fake drugs must also be fought, says Alnoor Amlani

and impractical in remote locations in 

Africa, fake drugs are easily distributed. 

In the end, it is difficult to tell if a patient 

died from misdiagnosis, a range of 

other factors or from taking fake drugs. 

However, the London School of Hygiene 

& Tropical Medicine estimates that 

116,000 people die every year from 

taking fake malaria medicine in sub-

Saharan Africa.

The international movement of 

people allows drug-resistant strains 

of malaria to travel fast and easily. 

Drug-resistant strains from Asia are 

presently appearing in Africa, which has 

raised concern among some scientists. 

‘If this gets to Africa, it is going to be 

catastrophic,’ Dr Christopher Plowe, 

a malaria expert at the University of 

Maryland School of Medicine, told The 
New York Times in a recent interview. 

Some scientists are calling for the 

WHO to declare a state of worldwide 

emergency.

Thankfully, there are people working 

to counteract these risks. Projects to 

develop innovative new drugs to treat 

malaria are being undertaken by both 

large and small global pharmaceutical 

companies using breakthrough research 

and gene therapy; and simple but 

effective – and moreover cheap – 

handheld scanners to detect fake drugs 

are being developed and tested in the 

UK and other countries.

With an easy, inexpensive way to 

detect fake drugs and more investment 

in malaria treatment, Africa could yet 

conquer this destructive disease. AB

Alnoor Amlani FCCA is an independent 

consultant based in East Africa

Nearly half of the world’s population is 
at risk of contracting malaria. Fifteen 
countries account for 80% of all cases 
globally. While Nigeria accounts for the 
highest proportion, at 27%, followed 
by the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo at 10%, sub-Saharan Africa as 
a whole still accounts for 90% of cases 
and deaths from malaria worldwide. 
Progress in tackling the disease has 
suffered in recent times due to factors 
including inefficient implementation of 
interventions, conflicts and other crises. 

According to the latest World Health 

Organization (WHO) World malaria 
report, released in November 2017, 

there were 216 million cases of malaria 

in 2016, up from 211 million in 2015.

Some scientists have speculated 

that the recent rise is a result of global 

warming and the effects of climate 

change, which have allowed mosquitoes 

to increase their range and spread the 

disease over a wider geographical area. 

However, another contributory factor 

may be the proliferation of ‘fake’ drugs. 

The WHO released a report recently 

that shows that in low and middle-

income countries, one out of every 10 

medical products is substandard or 

fake, and 65% of these counterfeit drugs 

target malaria and infectious diseases.

Interpol established a pharmaceutical 

crime unit in 2005 and since then has 

seized numerous shipments of fake 

drugs, often destined for Africa. This 

rapidly increasing illicit global trade is 

very difficult to police, particularly in 

developing countries, where healthcare 

supply chains may be more susceptible 

to infiltration. Without widespread 

laboratory testing, which is expensive 
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The great wall of ACCA
Members across the world are contributing their thoughts to our digital wall, which 
marks ACCA reaching its 200,000 member milestone, says ACCA president Leo Lee

and shapers of the profession – all this 

has helped us grow to become the 

global, leading body we are today. 

I am so proud to be a part of this 

great organisation. I initially stood for 

Council and then for president, as I want 

to spend more of my time encouraging 

young people to see accountancy as a 

valuable career – and to see ACCA as 

the most valuable path for getting there. 

Keep telling us your stories. AB

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but formerly 

held various roles at the Securities and 

Futures Commission of Hong Kong and 

is past president of ACCA Hong Kong

You will hopefully by now have heard 
about our celebrations to mark 
ACCA reaching its 200,000 member 
milestone, including our wall – the 
physical version is touring the world 
and a virtual version is available at 
200k.accaglobal.com for members to 
sign their names. 

We’re delighted at what you’ve 

written on it so far. The statements 

below have appeared on the wall from 

members in Australia, Ghana, Malawi, 

the UK and Russia respectively.

* ‘It’s refreshing to be part of a global 

movement with a global presence, 

perspective and reach.’

* ‘Being an ACCA member gives 

me the confidence and knowledge 

to brighten every corner I find 

myself in.’

* ‘I am humbled to be part of this elite 

group of professional accountants.’ 

* ‘I am most impressed by the recent 

changes to the ACCA syllabus.’

* ‘Congratulations to ACCA for 

maintaining high standards all 

these years.’

* ‘Keep up the pace!’

What remarkable sentiments from you, 

the 0.003% of the global population 

who are part of this diverse, professional 

and inspirational ACCA family! 

The comments above were just a few 

examples from hundreds that have been 

left on our digital wall so far. It’s fantastic 

to see your comments about your 

journey to ACCA membership. I’d like 

to remind you of the invitation to find 

your name and share your thoughts with 

the rest of the ACCA community. 

It’s thanks to our talented members 

that ACCA enjoys the success that 

we have today, and I do hope that 

you continue to share your stories 

throughout this year. And make sure you 

tag us – you can follow the journey of 

the wall on social media via  

@ACCANews and #ACCA200k, 

as well as finding out more at the 

weblink above.

I have been inspired by all of your 

stories, and I would like to share mine 

too. I qualified with ACCA in 1979, and 

in the almost 40 years since, I have 

seen the world change immeasurably. 

ACCA has changed too: our history of 

boldness, of thinking ahead and acting 

on it, of being the first-movers, leaders 
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PCAOB updates guidance
The US Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board (PCAOB) has updated 

its guidance on auditors’ reports. The 

guidance addresses key changes to 

the auditor’s report, including the 

form of the auditor’s report, disclosure 

of auditor tenure, a statement on 

auditor independence and a required 

explanatory paragraph on ICFR (internal 

control over financial reporting) in 

some circumstances. The guidance also 

provides a high-level overview of the 

requirements regarding critical audit 

matters (CAMs). ‘These changes will 

improve the relevance and usefulness 

of the auditor’s report by providing 

additional information to investors,’ said 

Martin F Baumann, PCAOB chief auditor 

and director of professional standards.

KPMG Australia expands
KPMG Australia has acquired YCG 

Accountants, adding 60 people to its 

Western Sydney operations. ‘This is an 

exciting development for KPMG in an 

area we see as a key place to be doing 

business in Australia,’ said David Pring, 

a partner at KPMG Enterprise, Western 

Sydney. ‘The addition of the YCG 

business further strengthens our ability 

to service the key growth areas and 

sectors of Western Sydney.’

The view from
Candice Czeremuszkin FCCA, director, Kinetic Partners, 
Cayman Islands, and hammock enthusiast

Our business growth has 
been generated by word of 
mouth and referrals. I like 

to think this is testament to 

the approach that we have 

with our clients. 

Technology has made 
it much easier for me to achieve a 
comfortable work-life balance while still 
being available to my clients. It helps 

me get things done faster, especially 

when managing clients and teams in 

multiple time zones.

I really enjoy working with my team. 
I have the support of the firm, and 

the autonomy to develop my own 

leadership style, my clients and the 

exciting career path ahead of me.

I find excellent value in ACCA’s strong 
network. ACCA also paved the way 

for my entry into the MBA programme 

at Heriot-Watt University’s Edinburgh 

Business School. 

The regulatory environment is 
constantly changing, so I gain much of 
my CPD from technical updates and 
seminars. ACCA Caribbean has also 

launched its own webinar series. 

The day I became a licensed 
practitioner was one of the greatest 
achievements of my life. The cherry on 

the cake was attaining it at the age of 29.

Living on a tropical island, I am never 
far from a hammock when I need to 
unwind. In my time off, I enjoy sailing, 

travel and yoga. AB

I have the 
autonomy to 

develop my own 
leadership style, 

my clients and the 
exciting career path 

ahead of me

I wanted to be an 
accountant from the 
age of 14. My father, a 

businessman, had a large 

part to play in that thinking. 

I was born and raised in 
Trinidad and Tobago and 
completed the accounting technician 
qualification via distance learning 
while simultaneously pursuing my 
A-levels. This allowed me entry to the 

ACCA programme, and I obtained the 

Qualification at the age of 20. 

My passion for the profession 
developed when I joined PwC and 
gained experience in a variety of 
industries. I knew it was the career I 

wanted to pursue. 

Our firm’s service model is boutique-
like. Our clients know they can always 

reach a licensed practitioner. As a 

member of the Moore Stephens network, 

we have access to a wealth of expertise 

across services and jurisdictions, making 

us a single point of reference. 

 
‘Investors are already demanding 
“climate competent” boards. Demands 
for “climate competent” auditors could 
be next.’
Source: ClientEarth 
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Taming the monsters
With many firms failing to tackle the Jekyll and Hyde characters in the leadership team, 
it’s time for more robust performance reviews for those at the top, says Derek Smith

an environment of interdependence 

rather than independence. Only then can 

they achieve synergies and leverage.

To achieve this requires valuable and 

productive feedback and development 

plans for all in the leadership role, as 

well as the rest of the team. This is a 

key element in the achievement of real 

success and yet is so often neglected or 

not fully exploited in practice.

That we live in changing times is 

pretty self-evident – for the profession, 

this means not only technological 

developments, but also a significant 

change of approach to our major asset: 

our people. Today, transparency and 

personal involvement are essential 

I sometimes wonder if, when the 
Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson 
first penned The Strange Case of 
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, it was an 
accountant rather than a lawyer who 
was at the centre of the piece. The 1886 
work is about a lawyer, Gabriel John 
Utterson, who investigates strange 
occurrences between his old friend Dr 
Henry Jekyll and the evil Edward Hyde. 
The real impact of the work is that it has 
become a part of the language, with the 
very phrase ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ coming 
to mean a person who is vastly different 
in moral character from one situation 
to the next.

There are many accountancy practices 

where at least one member of the 

leadership team is viewed by the others 

as ‘difficult’ or ‘a problem’. The most 

common theme is that little or nothing 

has been done to address the issue. Key 

to any leadership model is the need to 

get buy-in to the strategy or vision, and 

to act as a role model for the behaviours 

framework of the organisation. Yet often 

the difficult individuals fall outside of 

the normal checks and balances that are 

there to ensure that this doesn’t happen.

In many firms the leadership does not 

necessarily conform to the established 

systems used by the rest of the team, or 

appraisals of the leadership team either 

exclude the most senior members or 

pay lip service to the process. 

While rightly proud of their technical 

skills, all too often leaders 

appoint themselves to the 

reviewing role with little 

or no understanding 

of the process. 

Rarely have 

they received 

any real 

training in how 

to undertake 

such reviews, and 

rarely as a result do 

they achieve the benefits 

they seek. 

Inconsistent approach
The outcome of this is that any form of 

change is more challenging, as the firm 

is not necessarily changing in a uniform 

fashion. For many firms the transition 

to online forms and processes or the 

adoption of new standards is rendered 

far more difficult because of the 

disparate systems and approaches that 

are in place.

Successful firms are those that create 

and maintain sustainable financial 

performance. They also normally create 

and maintain a learning environment. 

These are traits that rely heavily on 

the impact of leadership teams who 

recognise that the real imperatives for 

success are that individuals are prepared 

to surrender their individuality and create 

Often only lip 
service is paid 
to the task of 
reviewing or 

appraising partners 
or leaders at a 

senior level 
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process, particularly for those involved 

in leadership roles. The essential style 

and nature of the leadership role has 

frequently changed in terms of the 

structure, governance, strategy and 

service offering of practices, and yet 

many have done little or nothing to 

ensure this is reflected in the behaviour 

and approach of the leadership team.

Often only lip service is paid to the task 

of reviewing or appraising partners or 

leaders at a senior level – while the most 

junior member of the team is reviewed 

comprehensively on a regular basis.

For some, the explanation is that 

partners or leaders are too small a group, 

or that their relationships are too close, 

to review individuals effectively. In these 

cases, external consultants can be useful. 

The objective input of an independent 

third party can help resolve issues that 

haven’t been addressed for years.

While Jekyll and Hyde might be a 

suitable description of the behaviours 

of some in leadership teams, perhaps a 

greater concern is the danger of creating 

a Frankenstein model. In this case, the 

body (the team) is only poorly connected 

to the head (the leadership team), with 

those at the head not being part of any 

review process. AB

Derek Smith is a senior consultant at 

Foulger Underwood Associates

ingredients in capturing the imagination 

and talents of a contented and 

productive team.

Ongoing success will only be 

achieved by those who recognise 

the need to ensure their teams are 

developed, motivated and energised, 

and understand that this will not happen 

with lacklustre and autocratic leadership 

styles. The habits and behaviours of the 

past will no longer be acceptable if they 

do not stand up to reasonable scrutiny.

There’s a real need for perspective 

and this depends, among many other 

factors, on recognising the changes 

that are taking place. They need to be 

reflected in the performance review 
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Future skills of auditors
Liz Stamford joined Andrew Gambier, ACCA’s head of audit and assurance, at ACCA’s 

Accounting for the Future conference in December to explore the skills and attributes 

future auditors will need as the world changes and technology develops.  

The session covered how advances in technology and new regulatory demands will 

impact ethical considerations and audit practice, and the mix of traditional skills and 

new skills that might be required in future. 

Watch this and other sessions on demand at accaglobal.com/accountingforthefuture.

Liz Stamford is CA ANZ’s audit and 
insolvency leader, overseeing policy 
and advocacy work in the audit 
and assurance areas 

Proud to be an auditor
CA ANZ’s Liz Stamford explains why the value of audit is more crucial than ever, and 
how important it is to encourage young people to consider a career in the sector

and our ethical approach, which 

is demanded and monitored by 

our professional bodies, the wider 

population often is not. A financial 

statement auditor reports to an 

entity’s shareholders, who are often 

removed from the business world. 

The shareholders’ representatives, 

the non-executive directors (and audit 

committee), are the ones who assess 

the level of trust.

Recent changes to auditor reports 

from 2017 onwards will broaden 

awareness of financial statement audits. 

They will now be easier to understand 

and will clearly, and up front, highlight 

the auditor’s independent opinion. For 

certain entities with broader shareholder 

bases, there will be commentary on 

key audit matters in the public reports. 

This commentary will highlight 

the key matters that the auditor 

considered for the audit of that entity, 

and will summarise how the auditor 

addressed the matter. 

How valuable it is for users to be able 

to see areas of key audit attention and 

compare them to their own assessment, 

as well as being able to look at some 

of the detail of the audit and evaluate 

whether it matches their expectations. 

The importance and value of audit 

is more crucial than ever. So join me in 

being #AuditorProud! AB

AuditorProud Day was held in late 
September last year, the third annual 
‘social media blitz’, launched by the 
Center for Audit Quality, designed 
to showcase careers in audit and 
encourage young people to consider a 
career in the sector. 

Along with other auditors from across 

the world, CA ANZ members were 

encouraged to share why they chose a 

career in auditing, what they love about 

the profession, and what makes them 

proud to be an auditor. 

Here are some of my reasons for being 

#AuditorProud, plus some initiatives that 

are sure to get the message out to the 

wider world about the value of auditors.

The most important point is that 

the ethics and training of chartered 

accountants inspire trust. While 

soundbites appear to be the order 

of the day, people still want accurate 

information about the companies and 

institutions they rely on and do business 

with. They are increasingly recognising 

that not everything that is written can be 

taken at face value. 

Accountants rate highly on the trust 

index because we are highly trained 

and provide practical wisdom. The value 

of an accountant’s support is clear to 

those who are struggling to manage 

complex and changeable legislation, 

and sometimes confusing expectations 

of permissible behaviour. Auditors’ 

reputation for professional scepticism 

also garners trust. It is just part of the 

profession’s unique set of skills, which 

add value to clients. This increase in the 

trust we inspire helps explain the rise in 

membership of professional accountancy 

bodies like CA ANZ and ACCA.

While people who use qualified 

accountants are aware of our value 

More information

Read latest updates on ACCA’s 
strategic alliance with Chartered 
Accountants ANZ (CA ANZ) at 
accaglobal.com/alliance. The pages 
also include information about CPD 
opportunities available from CA ANZ
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40%
of companies globally 
expect to hire more 
people in 2018, up 
11 percentage points 
from 2017 and the 
highest level in a decade.
Source: The Grant Thornton 
International Business Report

Petrobras settles
Brazil’s state-owned oil company 

Petrobras has agreed to settle a US 

investor lawsuit that alleged it made a 

corrupt payment of US$2.95bn. ‘The 

agreement is in the company’s best 

interest and that of its shareholders, 

given the risks of a verdict advised by a 

jury, particularities of US procedure and 

securities laws, as well its assessment 

of the status of the class action and the 

nature of such litigation in the United 

States,’ Petrobras said in a filing to the 

Securities and Exchange Commission.

KPMG and Liberty part
KPMG has resigned as auditor of 

Liberty Tax, a US preparer of individual 

tax returns. The resignation relates to 

concerns over internal controls in the 

financial reporting of the company, 

as well as its culture. Liberty’s founder 

John Hewitt was removed by the board 

as chief executive in September, but 

– at the time of publication – remains 

chairman. Ross Longfield, chairman of 

the company’s audit committee stated: 

‘We are disappointed that KPMG has 

resigned, but we appreciate the long-

term relationship we have had. The 

company will work as quickly as possible 

to engage a new accounting firm and 

complete their review of our Q2 results.’

The view from
Rauf Ali Jan FCCA, director in finance function, Royal 
Bank of Canada, Toronto, and IFRS 9 implementer

and all the issues that come 

along with it. 

My career has taken me 
to Pakistan, Oman, the 
Bahamas and Canada. 
Pakistan has a big 

manufacturing and service 

sector, Oman is primarily oil and gas, 

Bahamas has hundreds of private banks, 

and Canada is famous for mining and 

has some major banks and insurance 

companies. In all these countries and 

industries, if you are ambitious, exceed 

expectations and contribute effectively 

to the business, your personal growth 

will be exponential. 

I do close to 100 CPD hours every year 
through my involvement in different 
technical and soft skills courses. I am 

also pursuing an MBA from Schulich 

School of Business, York University, 

which gives considerable exemptions to 

ACCA members as a result of a recent 

agreement with ACCA. 

 

It’s my ambition to make a difference 
to people’s lives and become a leader 
to guide people so they can realise 
their potential. In my spare time I assist 

internationally educated professionals 

to settle in Canada. I enjoy helping 

them secure good jobs; it is my way of 

giving back to the community.

A high point for me was being 
awarded under EY’s annual recognition 
programme Better begins with you, for 
driving exceptional client service. I was 

one of only two employees in Canada to 

receive this accolade in 2016. AB

My ACCA 
Qualification 
helped me in 
landing a job 

abroad, first in the 
Bahamas with PwC, 
and later in Canada

Where I come from, in 
Pakistan, accounting is a 
challenging but rewarding 
career, but only a small 
number of accountants 
hold a professional 
qualification. When I started 

out, awareness of ACCA in 

Pakistan was limited, but my vision of 

working internationally motivated me 

to pursue the ACCA Qualification and it 

has certainly paid off. 

I started my career in Pakistan with 
PwC and by the time I qualified the 
world was in the severe recession of 
2008. My ACCA Qualification helped 

me in landing a job abroad with PwC 

in the Bahamas. Later, when I moved 

to Canada, ACCA’s mutual recognition 

agreement with CGA Canada assisted 

me in finding employment here too.  

Currently I manage the implementation 
of IFRS 9. Royal Bank of Canada has 

early-adopted IFRS Standards. It’s very 

exciting as I get to see the adoption of 

a significant financial reporting standard 
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Magdalena Czernicka, a manager at 

PwC’s drone-powered solutions global 

division, based in Poland, adds: ‘Data 

gathered by unmanned aerial vehicles 

(UAVs, or drones) can be applied for 

due diligence purposes to minimise 

the risk of fraud or concealment of the 

actual state of assets. UAVs are currently 

used by tax offices in countries all 

around the world – Spain, Indonesia, 

Hungary, Argentina, Nepal, China – to 

inspect tax returns or catch smugglers. 

It is worth mentioning that data capture 

from drones can be used as evidence 

in litigation, as well as to properly value 

assets during insurance processes.’

Those tax inspections are often 

looking to determine whether property 

owners have correctly valued their 

homes for the purposes of property 

taxation. In some jurisdictions, taxes 

can go up if a swimming pool is built 

– but owners do not always declare 

them. Drones are a simple way for 

tax inspectors to check the truth. In 

Buenos Aires, tax inspectors have used 

drones to identify 100 swimming pools 

and 200 luxury mansions that had not 

been properly declared, resulting in a 

significant increase in local tax collection.

A PwC study reports that UAVs have 

the potential to radically reshape much 

of modern commerce. It values the 

emerging global market for commercial 

drone applications at US$127bn. PwC 

predicts that the largest commercial 

application for drone technology will 

be in infrastructure, with an estimated 

global market value of US$45.2bn.

Research by Deloitte has found that 

investment rates in the drone sector are 

increasing exponentially, with venture 

capital financing of software-based drone 

startups exceeding US$335m in 2016, 

which was double the level of 2015. 

Deloitte’s EMEA Maximo Centre 

of Excellence supports clients in 28 

countries using the IBM Maximo asset 

management system. Its director, 

Drones may still sound a little like 
science fiction, but their use is rapidly 
becoming mainstream. The practical 
applications of drones are multiplying 
all the time.

While much of the reporting of 

drone technology has focused on how 

retailers may use it to deliver parcels, 

such applications are still at the trial 

stage. But for accountants, drones are 

relevant and usable right now. ‘In simple 

terms, commercial drones actually work 

in quite a similar way to accountants: 

they collect data, extract value from this 

data and give insight,’ explains Elaine 

Whyte, a drones expert at PwC. ‘The 

advantage of drones is that they get 

to hard-to-reach places, scooping up 

huge volumes of data, over potentially a 

wider area, in very short periods of time. 

To extract the maximum value of this 

data, we are seeing machine learning 

and artificial intelligence then being 

applied. The result is sharper business 

decisions, ranging from cost reduction 

in maintenance cycles, risk management 

with capital investments, and 

identification of revenue opportunities.

‘For accountants, drones can provide 

a more accurate and more complete 

picture of business operations at a point 

in time or over an extended period,’ 

says Whyte. ‘This could include stock 

takes over large areas or measuring the 

progress of an infrastructure project 

for investors. This insight gained can 

highlight areas for improvement, for 

example weak internal controls, or 

give confidence that progress is being 

delivered on an investment.’

Drones are taking off in the business world: tax 
professionals are using them to check on assets and 
auditors to gain a clearer view of business operations

Flying high
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Droning on
Here are some of the ways drones are used:

* Capital projects – giving updates on progress against what was planned, 

providing better transparency for investors. This is already being done by a few 

construction companies in some parts of the world.

* Energy sector – creating efficient and effective maintenance operating models 

by moving towards condition-based rather than calendar-based maintenance – 

for example, looking at wind farms, solar farms and power pylons.

* Telecoms – helping with maintenance and annual operational/safety inspections.

* Inventory and asset management – managing inventory of large assets, such as 

power pylons, telecoms towers, wind farms and solar farms.

Source: PwC

From inventory to audit
EY is looking at how drones can be used for inventory observations. For example, 

drones will be used at automotive plants to count vehicles and in warehouses for 

stock counting. This will be done through sensors, barcodes, and variable image 

and object recognition tools. These will be allied to a cloud-based, asset-tracking 

platform and an audit platform, accessed by over 80,000 EY auditors globally.

‘We have been testing the use of drones in the audit process and the findings have 

been compelling,’ says Hermann Sidhu, EY global assurance digital leader. ‘We know 

that many audits can benefit from the use of this technology.’ 

However, ACCA’s head of audit and assurance Andrew Gambier warns that, ‘While 

drones can help with some aspects of counting inventory, they are of less use with 

valuation and obsolescence considerations. With current technologies, drones have 

some role to play in obtaining audit evidence. However, in relation to the most 

complex judgments, drones are still a poor substitute for the human eye.’

More information

Get CPD units by answering questions 
on this article at accaglobal.com/
abcpd

Nigel Sylvester, says that while drone 

technology itself is mature, what 

is new is its integration with other 

technologies, such as automation, 

cloud computing, cognitive learning 

and the internet of things. This 

technological integration has taken 

drone application a long way in a short 

period of time.

A very big driver is health and safety. 

Asset inspections in many environments, 

such as oil and gas pipelines and 

rooftop inspections, carry health and 

safety risk. ‘Drones remove the need for 

manual inspections to be undertaken in 

these envrionments,’ Sylvester explains.

This not only directly cuts clients’ 

costs, but also improves the quality 

of their asset management and so 

positively impacts their bottom line.

Deloitte points out that enhanced 

software is also extending the ways in 

which drones can be relied on. Software 

can interpret data provided by drones 

better; it can, for example, recognise 

cars and people, count individual plants 

in a field, and identify metal corrosion 

of infrastructure. The need for human 

participation in the analysis of drone-

provided information is reducing.

Inspections
Drones have also become commonly 

used for safety risk assessments at 

construction sites and to inspect 

the condition of pipelines in regions 

Software can 
interpret data 

provided by drones 
better; it can 

recognise cars and 
people, and count 
individual plants 

in a field

where it can be difficult or expensive 

to undertake a physical check. The 

technology can also be useful for 

asset valuations – eg, in due diligence 

exercises and in the preparation of legal 

proceedings. 

A PwC-supported construction project 

achieved savings of US$2.94m in claims 

settlement litigation because of the 

quality of the drone-provided evidence. 

But PwC’s Whyte believes that drones 

– which are essentially robots – will be 

assisting, not replacing, accountants in 

doing their jobs. 

Deloitte meanwhile has warned 

companies deploying drones to ensure 

they take adequate cybersecurity steps 

to protect their data and systems. It is 

also essential to recognise that the use 

of drones is usually regulated by the 

national civil aviation authority, with 

pilots typically required to be trained 

and registered. Even with this strict 

regulation, though, it seems inevitable 

that accountants will find that drone 

technology is an increasingly important 

part of their professional life. AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Seismic damage in New Zealand in 2016 – relatively frequent earthquakes have 
forced the country’s businesses to address their natural disaster accounting

What’s the damage?
There may be no official accounting standards for natural disasters, but New Zealand 
is leading the way when it comes to corporate financial disclosures on such events

In its 2011 annual report Lyttelton 

noted it had received a NZ$35.7m 

progress payment for both business 

interruption and material damage 

expenditure with another NZ$18m in 

progress. Its comprehensive income 

statement noted NZ$12m of extra 

costs and NZ$30m of assets written off 

or derecognised in a year when – to 

illustrate how material this was to the 

business – it made NZ$21m before 

accounting for the earthquakes’ effects. 

The company said it sustained major 

damage to its port infrastructure and 

facilities, as well as the loss of an 

estimated NZ$2.4m of revenue. 

The Lyttelton report noted it had 

been unable to secure further business 

interruption cover, although it was 

working with its brokers to ‘build on the 

position’. Such disclosure gives an idea 

of the issues that all businesses would 

face after a rare but catastrophic event.

Simon Lee, KPMG’s New Zealand 

national technical director, Accounting 

Advisory Services, says: ‘The financial 

impact [of a natural disaster] needs to 

be reflected in the financial reporting. 

The implications range from the obvious 

– a building or some other asset lost or 

damaged – to the less obvious, such as 

an organisation’s ability to continue as a 

going concern.’

Going concern centres around the 

ability of the business to execute 

recovery plans if assets have been wiped 

out. Lee says companies need to check 

recoverability of assets. ‘If a company 

is owed money from goods or services 

that have been delivered to clients that 

may be affected, then that could impact 

their ability to pay the debt.’ 

A couple of months after the Financial 
Stability Board (FSB) published its 
recommendations on climate-related 
financial disclosures last year, tropical 
storm Harvey and hurricanes Irma and 
Maria, along with severe monsoon 
flooding in western India and landslides 
and flooding in sub-Saharan Africa, 
provided ample evidence of why 
corporates need such guidance. Floods 
in the Philippines in late December 
hammered the point home.

The cost of Irma alone could reach 

US$300bn and the impact on businesses 

could last for years. Accounting for 

natural disasters has not proceeded at 

the pace of the 185-mile-an-hour winds, 

but it is beginning to climb corporate 

agendas across the globe.

After talking to users and preparers, 

the FSB’s Task Force on Climate-

related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 

made recommendations applicable to 

organisations based on four areas (see 

box). FSB chair Mark Carney says: ‘The 

disclosures are essential to understanding 

a company’s climate-related risks and 

opportunities. Widespread adoption will 

provide investors, banks and insurers with 

that information, helping minimise the 

risk that market adjustments to climate 

change will be incomplete, late and 

potentially destabilising.’

One country that is ahead of the FSB 

and has led the way in thinking about 

natural disasters accounting is New 

Zealand, following earthquakes in 2011. 

Companies such as Lyttelton, Port of 

Christchurch, KiwiRail, and retail, property 

and personal financial services company 

Smiths City Group worked to disclose the 

earthquakes’ impact on their results.
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TCFD areas of focus
* Governance: The organisation’s 

governance around climate-

related risks and opportunities.

* Strategy: The actual and potential 

impacts of climate-related 

risks and opportunities on the 

organisation’s strategy and 

financial planning.

* Risk management: The processes 

used by the organisation to 

identify, assess and manage 

climate-related risks.

* Metrics and targets: The metrics 

and targets used to assess and 

manage relevant climate-related 

risks and opportunities.

The monsoon rains in 2017 hit Nepal, Bangladesh and India hard, with areas 
such as the commercial district of Mumbai (above) brought to a virtual standstill

executive of the International Integrated 

Reporting Council (IIRC), says: ‘The 

growing risk that companies associate 

with climate change and extreme 

weather events should be part of the 

risk analysis of reporting. Integrated 

reporting provides a long-term, 

balanced, material and relevant way for 

companies to address these issues.’

ACCA’s publication, Insights into 
Integrated Reporting, co-authored by 

Yen-Pei Chen, corporate reporting and 

It is also clear that best practice 

says there is no netting off: the cost of 

the asset impairment and any related 

insurance payout should be treated as 

two separate events.

While the FSB has highlighted natural 

disaster-related disclosures, Peter Clark, 

technical director at the London-based 

International Accounting Standards 

Board, notes that there is no special 

accounting treatment for natural 

disasters. He says: ‘With no specific 

standard it is a case of thinking through 

the implications from general standards. 

The most obvious is impairment: fixed 

assets that have been damaged by a 

storm. They would be accounted for in 

the same way as any other impairment. 

If they are destroyed, then effectively 

you have a disposal.

‘If you were covered by insurance 

there might be some question as to 

how likely it was that you would get 

the insurance; there is a little bit of 

discussion in the standards about this.’

Lee adds: ‘Readers [of the annual 

report] must have an appreciation of 

the broad impacts’ – over the short and 

the long term. Richard Howitt, chief 

tax manager in ACCA’s Professional 

Insights team, notes: ‘The likelihood 

of natural disasters is low, but the 

magnitude of their impact could be 

huge. On the other hand, focusing on 

such risks could mean that other more 

immediate risks are overlooked.’

Increasingly companies need to 

identify potential impacts of climate-

related events on revenue, product mix, 

competitiveness, distribution channels, 

supply chains and cost of sales. Chen 

says that the key issue is materiality. 

Boards need to ensure they are clued 

up to discuss materiality in terms of, as 

the FSB suggests, market, technology, 

reputation, policy and legal, and physical.

It could be argued that for individuals 

and businesses caught up in a natural 

disaster, accounting for the event is the 

least of their worries. But as the storm 

subsides, corporate reporting and good 

stewardship need to be up to speed to 

play a part in the rebuilding process. AB

Peter Williams is an accountant  

and journalist

‘The disclosures 
are essential to 

understanding a 
company’s climate-

related risks and 
opportunities’
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A daunting challenge: the South Asia experience

International Public Sector Accounting Standards are a big deal for governments, but 
implementation has been slow. We report on progress in the Indian subcontinent

International Public Sector Accounting Standards 
(IPSAS), the public sector equivalent of IFRS Standards, 
have steadily gained traction over the past 20 years. 

Governments and public sector entities in more than 40 
countries have adopted or are adopting accrual-based IPSAS 
or comparable standards. Just as IFRS Standards have been 
credited with bringing a more transparent and accurate 
financial overview of listed companies, IPSAS could radically 
change the practice of accounting and financial reporting in 
the public sector.

While the adoption of IPSAS is gaining momentum 

worldwide, implementation progress varies across the world. 

A new study from ACCA, IPSAS implementation: current 
status and challenges, provides a comprehensive summary of 

the progress of adoption, as well as the challenges ahead, in 

developing nations across the world (five important South Asian 

markets are covered in the box below).

The report is based on reviews of existing public information, 

academic research, and the views of senior public sector 

leaders. It shows that despite the many benefits of adopting 

IPSAS (see panel opposite), implementation progress in 

developing nations is slower than many had hoped. 

Asia is no exception. Several countries in South Asia 

embarked on financial management reforms in the private 

and public sectors following the Asian financial crisis in the 

late 1990s. Funding from the IMF and World Bank came 

conditional on reforms, including adoption of accrual-based 

accounting standards. However, while India, Pakistan, Nepal and 

Bangladesh have all adopted standards aligned to cash-based 

IPSAS, they are yet to commit to accruals-based IPSAS.

Overall, the ACCA report recommends countries adopt ‘a clear 

strategy, with realistic timescales, milestones and resources’ to 

implement IPSAS. And professional accountants have a key role 

to play: ‘Governments and their public sector entities do not have 

to act on their own – the accountancy profession can, and should, 

assist. Professional accountancy organisations should consider 

what role they can play in increasing awareness of the need for 

transparent financial reports in the public sector, including – but 

going beyond – providing training on accounting standards. A 

partnership between governments, their public sector entities, 

the users of financial reports and the accountancy profession can 

achieve much.’ AB

Liz Fisher, journalist

The long road to IPSAS

Bangladesh
The public sector applies cash 

accounting based on IPSAS. Individual 

departments and public sector entities 

do not manage their own cash, which is 

centrally held. The Bangladesh public 

sector accounting function consists 

of a consolidated fund and a treasury 

single account. 

Self-accounting entities (SAEs) report 

their transactions to the controller 

general of accounts for incorporation 

into monthly central accounts and 

annual finance accounts. However, 

many SAEs provide their information 

late, which delays the process, and 

their own accounting systems have 

limitations that affect the overall quality 

of financial reporting.

India
IPSAS have not been adopted, 

nor has an adoption date been set. 

The country uses cash-based accounting, 

although some accrual disclosures 

are made in financial statements. The 

Government Accounting Standards 

Advisory Board commissioned reports 

on adopting accrual accounting, and 

has issued accruals-based standards 

using IPSAS, but these have yet to be 

approved by government – strong 

project management will be needed to 

push through implementation. Overall, 

India’s challenges include differing 

states of readiness of entities for IPSAS 

adoption, and a lack of information on 

assets and liabilities across many public 

sector entities.

Nepal
Cash-based public sector 

accounting standards, similar to cash-

based IPSAS, were adopted for use 

by all public sector entities in 2009. 
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IPSAS benefits 

* Greater accountability and 
transparency. Financial 

statements prepared in 

accordance with IPSAS limit 

the scope for fraud and 

corruption.

* Better decision-making. 
Better judgments are made 

if decision-makers know the 

financial position of an entity 

and the financial implications 

of a policy measure.

* Improved efficiency. 
Standardisation allows for 

more effective audits and 

mitigates material mis-

statement risk.

* Data consistency and 
application. Standardisation of 

the reporting processes and 

underlying data provides more 

opportunities for data analysis.

* Sound financial management. 
IPSAS provide a solid platform 

on which internal reporting 

practices can flourish.

* Professionalisation and access 
to talent. The adoption 

of IPSAS has helped to 

professionalise the finance 

function and accounting 

across the public sector.

* Economic and social 
advantages. Financial 

statements prepared in 

accordance with IPSAS 

provide confidence for 

investors, attracting 

inward investment.

* Government stability. Reforms 

brought about through IPSAS 

adoption can help to create a 

more stable government and 

investment climate.

* International comparability. 

Implementation has been long and 

challenging, however, hampered by a 

lack of trained finance staff and little 

stakeholder engagement. 

Pakistan
Pakistan has aligned most of 

its cash-based accounting standards 

with cash-based IPSAS as a reporting 

framework for central government. 

Financial statements are a mix of Pakistan’s 

New Accounting Model reporting 

formats and IPSAS, and focus on budget 

compliance for the financial year. Accuracy, 

reliability and information timeliness 

hinder successful IPSAS implementation, 

as does lack of qualified staff.

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka is the exception in that 

it has taken a phased approach to IPSAS 

implementation. So far, 10 Sri Lanka Public 

Sector Accounting Standards, which are 

equivalent to IPSAS, have been issued, 

but they are not currently mandatory (so 

most public sector financial statements 

are not fully compliant). Sri Lanka earlier 

announced that 21 IPSAS-equivalent 

standards would be adopted by 2012, but 

this has not been achieved.
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Clear the track
Lack of public financial management skills in South Asia is an obstacle to making the 
most effective use of abundant funding by donor agencies, says ACCA’s Arif Mirza

Public financial management is the rather loose term 
often used to describe the entire accounting function 
of public services, including financial planning and 

controls. It is a sector teeming with international and 
domestic consultants working across numerous projects 
all around the globe, but especially in developing nations, 
where the state is the recipient of multilateral and bilateral 
funds from agencies such as the World Bank, the Asian 
Development Bank and the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID). The recipient state may 
have no trustworthy accounting and financial management 
mechanism in place to properly account for and report 
on how the funds (which can run 
into billions of dollars and finance 
everything from hydro dams to 
power plants) are used.

Compelling need
Even without the need for and 

supply of funds from multilateral 

and bilateral agencies, and the 

requirement for accounting 

stewardship over that money, 

developing nations now face a 

compelling need for better financial 

management over public funds 

and their financing of public goods 

and services, such as healthcare, 

education, housing, transport and communication.

There is increasing scrutiny of public money by the 

media. The recent Panama Papers scandal exposed by the 

International Consortium of Investigative Journalists was a 

sobering revelation of how many individuals holding public 

office have siphoned off billions of dollars of public money into 

private offshore companies and reflects leaky public financial 

management systems.

Two of the largest bilateral agencies operating in South Asia 

– the UK’s Department for International Development (DfID) 

and USAID – have significant amounts of money invested in 

projects in the MENASA region (Middle East, North Africa, 

South Asia). The US and UK public are increasingly demanding 

accountability from their governments, and this requirement 

cascades down to recipient countries. Better public financial 

management can be delivered through improvements in 

training, systems and technology. Increasingly, enterprise 

resource planning (ERP) systems are being deployed to 

improve budgeting, planning and spending across all the 

components of revenue, expenditure and capital spending.

There is a trend for projects executed by some international 

development agencies to be staffed by officials seconded 

from government departments, such as the auditor general’s 

office, and provincial and federal governments, along with 

consultants brought in from national and international 

sources. A project can therefore end up with a diverse team 

with different areas of expertise 

depending on the nature of 

the project, but often relies on public 

sector staff with poor public financial 

management skills.

One way of bringing in these 

skills is by employing contracted-

in professionals for the project’s 

duration rather than seconded 

government employees. However, 

while contract employees are 

well paid, they typically lack 

empowerment – they have little 

networking clout within the overall 

environment and are often regarded 

as outsiders by regular government 

sector project staff. The best way to strengthen the overall 

financial performance of projects is therefore to improve the 

public financial management skills of the regular government 

staff deployed on such projects.

Governance challenges
Quite often the various committees that are arranged around 

projects and their work, including the release of money 

for subcontract work such as capacity building, are prey to 

governance bureaucracy. The committees are frequently 

populated by a variety of staff from line departments, 

project workers and sometimes people from supreme audit 

institutions. The governance challenges in the public sector 

are heightened by issues of staff seniority and protocols that 

A lack of confidence 
in their own 

public financial 
management 

abilities is preventing 
government 

departments 
from embarking 

on projects
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The Sri Lankan railway is just one of the state services that 
would benefi t from better public fi nancial management

can undermine frank and honest discussion, with far too much 

time being dedicated to every small detail.

A further problem is that the sector’s pay scales are way off 

local market levels: contracted staff can be hired on projects at 

US$30k a year compared with permanent staff at a third of that 

rate. Many human resource rules date back to colonial days 

in South Asia. Professional qualifi cations are not suffi ciently 

incentivised and there is no predetermined pay rise or 

promotion scale. Retention, on the other hand, is high, but not 

on merit. The sector is plagued by nepotism and favouritism. 

The so-called job for life is alive and well in the public sector 

across South Asia.

Leadership challenges
If any single measure can lift the quality of public sector 

organisations and enterprises in developing nations it is the 

appointment of highly principled and qualifi ed leaders. The 

tone at the top carries a great deal of weight in the public 

sector in South Asia, where seniority and protocol are often 

the driving forces in state-owned enterprises. Great potential 

and real examples of excellence doubtless exist, but what 

is really needed is continuity: replacing an organisation’s 

leadership every three years may have some merit, but top-

quality leadership bringing meaningful change to state-owned 

enterprises and with a lot still left in the tank may be shown 

the door because of the three-year rule. In the private sector, 

it is common for great CEOs to be awarded repeated contract 

extensions, but it seldom happens in state-owned enterprises.

In a nutshell
The public sector across South Asia is ripe with millions of 

dollars of project funding contributed by donor agencies. 

However, increasing media scrutiny is sharpening the sword of 

public accountability. This, combined with a lack of confi dence 

in their own fi nancial management abilities, is preventing 

government departments from embarking on projects for 

fear of making a wrong decision and losing stewardship over 

the funds. This is now becoming a major obstacle to effi cient 

project funding by multilateral and bilateral agencies. AB

Arif Mirza is ACCA’s regional head of policy for MENASA

USAID 
(US$m) 

DfID 
(US$m)

World Bank 
(US$m)

Bangladesh 206.0 197.4 1,560

Pakistan 633.4 559.7 2,280

Sri Lanka 22.2 nil 412

UAE and South Asia 0.9 nil N/A

Aid from agencies (2015)
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Written in clay
Ancient Egyptians believed writing was a gift from the gods, but as Tim Harford 
explains, the truth has more to do with accounting than divine intervention

Writing is a miraculous 
invention – so much 
so that people used to 

believe that it was divinely inspired. 
Ancient Egyptians thanked baboon-
faced Thoth, the God of Knowledge, 
for the gift. Greeks gave the credit 
to Prometheus. Mesopotamians 
thought that Enki, the God of 
Wisdom, had gotten blind drunk – 
not obvious evidence of wisdom, it 
must be said – and that during Enki’s 
stupor, the Goddess Inanna stole 
from him the secret of literacy.

The ‘baboon-faced Thoth’ theory of 

writing’s origins is now out of favour with archaeologists. But in 

truth, the origin of literacy was a puzzle for a long time. One idea 

was that writing was used to send messages to distant armies. 

Another theory is that it was used for poetry or religious texts.

In 1929 the mystery deepened. A German archaeologist 

named Julius Jordan was excavating Uruk, on the banks of the 

Euphrates in what is now Iraq. Five thousand years ago, Uruk 

– with a population of several thousand people – would have 

been one of the great cities of the age. 

‘He built the town wall of Uruk, city of sheepfolds,’ proclaims 

the Epic of Gilgamesh, one of the earliest works of literature. 

‘Look at its wall with its frieze like bronze! Gaze at its bastions, 

which none can equal!’ 

And this 5,000-year-old metropolis presented Julius Jordan 

with two puzzles. The first was a treasure trove: a library of clay 

tablets, far older than any previous examples of writing. Their 

script, which became known as ‘cuneiform’, was abstract.

Nobody could make any sense of it.

The second puzzle was that 

Uruk and other Mesopotamian 

cities were sprinkled with small 

clay baubles in varying shapes: 

cones, spheres, cylinders, even a 

suppository-style lozenge. What 

were they for? Nobody knew, 

although Julius Jordan, no fool, 

noted that they reminded him of 

‘the commodities of daily life: jars, 

loaves and animals’.

It took four more decades before 

anyone made much progress 

on Julius Jordan’s mystery. The 

breakthrough came courtesy of a 

French archaeologist, Denise Schmandt-Besserat, who had 

been cataloguing appearances of these tokens from Pakistan 

to Turkey. And she had a theory: the clay pieces were tokens, 

and their purpose was to help people count.

The method Schmandt-Besserat described is called 

‘correspondence counting’. It’s counting for people who lack 

numbers: all you need to do with correspondence counting 

is to look at two quantities and verify that they’re the same. 

So if you wanted to count – say – 12 loaves of bread, you 

could do that by checking them against 12 loaf-shaped 

counters. Nineteen jars of olive oil could be counted using 

19 jar-shaped tokens.

Correspondence counting is ancient. The Ishango Bone, 

found in central Africa, uses tally-marks on the thigh bone 

of a baboon. It seems to be designed for correspondence 

counting and it is 200 centuries old. But the Uruk tokens were 

Hard-working nerds 
at the door of the 

temple, using tokens 
to count as the 

sheep and the jars 
of wine entered and 

left, were the world’s 
first accountants
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What have accountants done for us?
* Paper was invented over 2,000 years ago in China and duly 

spread to the Arab world, but take-up of this inexpensive 

writing surface was painfully slow in Christian Europe. 

Literacy was rare, most books were holy texts, and Europe 

no more needed a cheap alternative to animal-skin 

parchment than it needed a cheap alternative to gold for 

crowns. Only when a commercial class started to churn 

out contracts, receipts and accounts, did Europeans start 

to embrace paper. It arrived in Germany in the late 1300s, 

and it was the availability of paper that made the printing 

press economically viable.

* Management consulting saved the business of pottery 

entrepreneur Josiah Wedgwood. In 1772 demand for 

Wedgwood’s ornate crockery collapsed in the face of a 

severe European recession. His warehouses began to fill 

with unsold stock; and Wedgwood turned to double-entry 

bookkeeping to better understand his cost structure. 

Counterintuitively, he realised that he needed to cut 

prices and expand. Others followed, and the discipline of 

‘management accounting’ was born. James McKinsey, the 

cigar-chomping founder of McKinsey and Company, was a 

professor of accounting.

Clay tablet from the 5,000-year-old city of Uruk, recording 
a transaction of land for goods in cuneiform script

a big step forward from the Ishango Bone, because they 

could be used to keep track of several different quantities – 

and also to perform the simple mathematical operations of 

adding and subtracting. 

This was essential, because Uruk was a great city. Such 

cities required specialists – craftsmen, priests, soldiers, 

arable and livestock farmers. There were harvests to 

coordinate, construction projects: trading, taxation, and 

planning. Schmandt-Besserat was inviting us to picture hard-

working nerds at the door of the temple or the government 

storehouse, using tokens to count as the sheep, the jars of 

wine, and the sacks of grain entered and left. These people 

were the world’s fi rst accountants.

But then what about Julius Jordan’s fi rst mystery – the 

ubiquitous, indecipherable cuneiform clay tablets? Schmandt-

Besserat had a solution for that as well: she noticed that the 

apparently-abstract symbols on the cuneiform tablets weren’t 

as abstract as they seemed: they resembled the tokens. 

Everyone had missed this point because of the different 

layers of symbolism involved. First the tokens were used 

to represent oxen or jars of honey, and to track the back-

and-forth. Then the tablets had been used to make a more 

permanent record: pressing the hard-baked tokens into the 

wet clay of the tablet. And then at some stage, some ancient 

accountant decided that an all-purpose writing tool like a 

stylus could be used instead. These layers of abstraction – a 

commodity represented by a token represented by a written 

imitation of the impression of the token – had hidden the fact 

that, deep down, the cuneiform had once been pictures of 

commodities. The world’s fi rst writing wasn’t being used to 

compose poetry or send orders to distant armies – it was used 

for the world’s fi rst written accounts.

And since it is a small step from a record of payment to a 

record of debt, writing was soon to produce contracts, too. 

One clever trick was called a bulla – a hollow clay ball. On 

the outside was a contract written in cuneiform; on the inside 

were the tokens that represented the deal. The inside and the 

outside matched up, verifying each other. 

It wasn’t long before the ancient accountants of Uruk 

gave us another world-changing idea: an abstract number 

system. Rather than recording 10 goats as 10 separate 

goat indentations, they used a symbol for ‘10’ (it was a circle). 

Quick on the heels of that came the fi rst calculations of 

compound interest.

In the modern world, most major fi nancial transactions (and 

many minor ones) are based on an abstract number system 

and explicit written contracts: insurance, shares, mortgages 

and bank accounts depend on the ability to write things 

down. These contracts – from the bullas of Mesopotamia 

to the sophisticated fi nancial instruments of 21st-century 

Wall Street – are fundamental to a complex society. It 

simply wouldn’t be possible to organise city life without the 

ability to write receipts, purchase orders, debt contracts 

and tax demands.

The citizens of Uruk could boast a remarkable set of 

achievements: the fi rst accounts, the fi rst contracts, the fi rst 

debts with compound interest, the fi rst mathematics and the 

fi rst writing. But as the cliché goes, necessity had been the 

mother of invention: without these tools it would have been 

overwhelming to run a sophisticated economy, dealing with 

a web of interdependencies between people who may never 

even meet. Writing was no gift from baboon-faced Thoth. 

It was a tool for getting an economy organised, and it was 

developed by the world’s fi rst accountants. AB

Tim Harford is a Financial Times columnist. His new book is 

Fifty Things That Made The Modern Economy (Little, Brown), 

also published in the US as Fifty Inventions That Shaped The 
Modern Economy 
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More information

Paying Taxes 2018 looks at how companies interact with tax Paying Taxes 2018 looks at how companies interact with tax Paying Taxes 2018
systems around the world. Read it at bit.ly/tax-2018

Paying their dues
It is clear from the latest Paying Taxes report that technology has helped companies 
slash their staff tax compliance input, while the total corporate tax take remains stable

Weighing the tax burden 
The PwC and World Bank report Paying Taxes 2018 looks 
at how a case study company (a medium-sized domestic 
manufacturer) interacts with tax systems in 190 countries. 
It assesses tax paid (total tax and contribution rate – 
TTCR), number of tax payments required and staff time 
required for tax compliance.

Refunds and audits
The report also assesses the effi ciency of post-fi ling tax 

systems, using the four metrics shown here.

Average time taken to…

North America showed 
below global average in time-
to-comply and TTCR rates.

EU/European Free Trade Area 
is the best-performing region across 
all elements of the post-fi ling index.

Middle East is still the easiest for tax 
payments, although VAT introduction in 
some parts should affect future results.

Africa has the second-highest TTCR 
and time-to-comply fi gures, despite 
some recent improvements.

Asia Pacifi c saw above-average 
pre-fi ling performance but a 
below-average post-fi ling fi gure.

Total tax and 
contribution rate

Staff time taken 
to comply

Central Asia and Eastern Europe 
is the most reformed region since 2004, 
doing well on both pre- and post-fi ling.

South America still has the worst 
numbers, although its time-to-comply 
fi gure was the biggest faller globally.

Central America and Caribbean saw 
the biggest TTCR rise of all and the second 
longest time to obtain a VAT refund.

38.9
%

39.6
%

33.4
%

36.4
%

some parts should affect future results.some parts should affect future results.

24.0
%

47.1
%

42.1
%

52.6
%

182
hours

161
hours

230
hours

204
hours

some parts should affect future results.some parts should affect future results.

154
hours

285
hours

206
hours

547
hours

18.4
hours

27.8
weeks

16
hours

27.3
weeks

North America
below global average in time-below global average in time-
to-comply and TTCR rates.to-comply and TTCR rates.

Central America and Caribbean 
the biggest TTCR rise of all and the second 
longest time to obtain a VAT refund.longest time to obtain a VAT refund.

South America
numbers, although its time-to-comply 
fi gure was the biggest faller globally.fi gure was the biggest faller globally.

EU/European Free Trade AreaEU/European Free Trade Area
is the best-performing region across 
all elements of the post-fi ling index.all elements of the post-fi ling index.

Middle East 
payments, although VAT introduction in 
some parts should affect future results.some parts should affect future results.

Central Asia and Eastern 
is the most reformed region since 2004, 
doing well on both pre- and post-fi ling.doing well on both pre- and post-fi ling.

Asia Pacifi cAsia Pacifi cAsia Pacifi cAsia Pacifi c
pre-fi ling performance but a 
below-average post-fi ling fi gure.below-average post-fi ling fi gure.below-average post-fi ling fi gure.below-average post-fi ling fi gure.

Africa
and time-to-comply fi gures, despite 
some recent improvements.some recent improvements.

TTCR

40.5%

Number of 
payments

24

Time to 
comply

240hrs
comply 

with a VAT 
refund claim

receive
a VAT 
refund

correct a 
corporation tax 

return

complete an 
corporation

tax audit

World of difference
The order of the regions has not changed since the previous set of fi gures, with the Middle East (because of its relatively few 

taxes) having the lowest total tax and contribution rate and time to comply fi gures, and South America the highest.
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Green capital
The rapidly growing market for green bonds 
offers investors a straightforward way to boost 
their green credentials and opens up new 
sources of capital funding for issuers
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What is a green bond?
Like an ordinary bond, a green bond is a fixed income 

investment through which an investor loans money to a  

corporate or government entity, which borrows the funds for 

a defined period at a variable or fixed interest rate. Owners of 

bonds are therefore creditors of the issuer. Green bonds are so 

called because they are used to raise money for projects and 

activities that have positive environmental or climate benefits, 

although the precise definition of ‘green’ is still being shaped.

When vehicle producer Toyota issued its first 
green bond in 2014, it was entering new 
territory. No automotive business had previously 

employed a fundraising tool of this kind. Since then, the 
company has issued two further green bonds, raising 
US$4.6bn, which is being used to fund new retail finance and 
leasing contracts for low-emission and more fuel-efficient 
Toyota and Lexus vehicles.

The move at once broadened the choice of fundraising 

mechanisms for environmentally friendly products and services 

by private companies, as well as the range of industries 

involved in green bond issuances. Previously, only the energy, 

transport and infrastructure sectors had made use of the 

opportunity in a market that has seen considerable growth 

since its launch at around the time of the financial crash in 2008. 

‘Of the projects getting financed, a good proportion are 

wind and solar from a utility,’ says Suzanna Buchta, managing 

director of debt capital markets at Bank of America Merrill 

Lynch (BAML). But the industries taking part have been 

gradually diversifying in a market that increased eightfold 

between 2013 and 2016, to US$80bn, and continues to grow 

rapidly. Excluding bonds issued by organisations looking for 

internal investors within individual countries, the international 

green bond market is now worth US$100bn – perhaps 2% of 

the overall bond market.

From small beginnings in 2007 with an issuance by the 

European Investment Bank, green bonds are now a popular 

choice for issuers and investors in the public and the private 

sector. ‘There’s considerable investor demand, and every 

green bond issued has been oversubscribed,’ says Buchta.

Treasury issuances of ordinary bonds have been 

commonplace for many years. However, green bonds provide 

new opportunities and advantages for both investor and 

issuer. For the investor, they are a straightforward way to get 

involved with greener and cleantech 

sectors without too much effort, at 

least where the issuer operates in 

both brownfield and green sectors 

and issues both types of bonds. 

‘The investors have exposure to the 

issuer just as they do through any 

other bond, and they don’t need 

to understand the risks associated 

with the sector, be it solar or wind 

power, electric vehicles, or whatever. 

They get green credentials without 

working too hard,’ explains Buchta. 

Investors approve a proportion of 

their investments as green, and once 

agreement has been reached on the green bond pricing and 

interest rates, they have no need to undertake a due diligence 

process or incur new credit risk. ‘This makes it more accessible 

to all types of industry,’ Buchta says. Usually, investor terms 

for the green bond are similar to those for the ordinary bond, 

although some claim otherwise. However, this is difficult to 

prove. ‘There is some patchy evidence that green bonds have 

more favourable interest than non-green bonds,’ says Jon 

Williams, sustainable finance partner at PwC.

Pros and cons
Green bonds offer both advantages and drawbacks for the 

issuer. On the one hand, the issuer bears extra cost through 

issuing green bonds at the same price as ordinary bonds. 

Views on the extra cost differ; some believe it is minimal and 

overstated, but others argue it is a significant consideration. 

‘There are several issuance cash and resource costs, such 

as time spent putting together the green bond framework, 

the identification and ringfencing of projects, and the need 

for third-party verification,’ explains Williams. Verification and 

reporting can take place in line with either the framework 

of the Climate Bonds Initiative (a non-profit organisation 

offering green or climate bonds) or 

with guidelines in the green bond 

principles developed by BAML. 

On the plus side, the issuer gains 

access to new sources of funding. 

‘The issuer attracts different 

investors, such as industry and 

energy companies who wouldn’t 

invest in ordinary bonds. These are 

“sticky” investors, who buy and 

stay with you,’ Williams says. New 

investors from the ethical investment 

community and asset managers are 

also considering companies they 

might previously have ignored. 

‘There’s considerable 
investor demand, 

and every green 
bond issued has  

been oversubscribed’
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Market factfile
* In first-half 2017, US$55.8bn-worth of green bonds were 

issued. The whole-year market for 2017 is likely to reach 

US$130bn.

* In Q2 2017, green bond transactions accounted for 3% 

of global bond market transactions; 82 green bond deals 

were offered by 74 issuers, 50% of them first-timers.

* The five biggest issuers in first-half 2017 were France, the 

European Investment Bank, German infrastructure bank 

KfW, Bank of Beijing, and Dutch electricity utility TenneT.

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative

More information

Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd

A further advantage is that green bonds are a funding 

alternative that allows issuers to meet their environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) policies or comply with 

environmental legislation without any of the additional cost 

imposed by an ordinary bond or bank debt. 

However, market indicators suggest that green bonds are 

not adding volume to the overall bond market but merely 

replacing some ordinary bond issuances.

Green bonds open up an interesting avenue for investors, but 

new concerns have emerged. Voluntary initiatives such as the 

Task Force for Climate-Related Financial Disclosures are calling 

for further consideration of climate factors and risks by investors 

and corporates. Meanwhile, legislation on ESG and climate 

investment disclosure is looming across the European Union, 

potentially further boosting the green bond market. 

The problem is that definitions of green investment have 

still not been nailed down despite decades of corporate ESG 

policies. Examples of controversial ‘green’ investments include 

dams, which are often ecologically harmful, and coal-fired 

power plants that make partial use of biomass fuel. Until the 

ambiguities can be resolved through clear classification, the 

environmental benefit of much green bond investment will 

remain in doubt, providing abundant scope for ‘greenwash’. 

Legislators say that such frameworks are around the corner. AB

Elisabeth Jeffries, journalist
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Small is beautiful
The aspirations of the next generation of accounting professionals are challenging small 
and medium-sized practices, which need to innovate to compete with the Big Four

What divides the generations can also bring them 
together. A whole narrative has been built 
around how different generations, from the 

baby boomers of the post-war period through Generation X, 
millennials and Generation Z, have different aspirations and 
work attitudes. But could it be that the generations have 
more in common with each other than is generally thought? 
And how does any gap affect the accountancy profession, 
particularly those in small and medium-sized practices 
(SMPs)?

Research by recruitment consultancy Robert Walters has 

pinpointed technology and early ambition as two areas with a 

strong possibility of confl ict between generations, especially 

where an older generation is trying to manage a younger 

one. Millennials are frustrated with outdated technology and 

feel that older workers do not understand the new way of 

doing things. For their part, the older generations tire of the 

younger colleagues’ demands for rapid career progression. 

What employers and workers of all ages agree on is that 

different expectations of workplace culture, with younger 

workers looking for a less formal working environment, is also 

a signifi cant source of confl ict.

The good news from Robert Walters is that all workers 

feel able to engage with each other, so there is a great 

opportunity for the generations to come together, bringing 

their own perspectives and preferences, to create better 

workplaces and career opportunities, and a more engaged 

workforce.

However, a 2017 Deloitte study of millennials at work 

outlines how attitudes within a single generation can vary, 

making it diffi cult to attribute common characteristics to 

diverse groups. In the process, Deloitte debunks a number 

of common beliefs about this most written-about generation. 

In particular, millennials now appear to be more loyal to 

employers than previously believed.

Millennials view business more positively, as it can 

create more opportunities for them to engage with good 

causes, although business doesn’t fully realise its potential 

to alleviate some of the biggest challenges. Intriguingly, 

technology is not always seen as a positive. For some, 

technology encourages creative thinking and provides 

opportunities to develop new skills; but for others it is a 

threat to jobs and creates a sterile workplace. 

Could it be that millennials are growing up and adopting a 

more realistic attitude to the workplace? Or have they been 

shocked into a more conservative outlook by wider events? 
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Gen Next job satisfaction at SMPs

 Not satisfi ed at all
 Not satisfi ed
 Neutral
 Satisfi ed
 Very satisfi ed

Pakistan

8%
20%

39%
26%

6%

Malaysia

1%
13%

46%
35%

4%

UK

2%
8%

25%
42%

23%

Ireland

2%
16%

25%
41%

17%

Mauritius

0%
6%

36%
40%

19%

Singapore

5%
18%

38%
34%

5%

ACCA has drilled deeper into its study on the next generation 

of accountancy leaders to analyse the impact that those aged 

between 16 and 36 (a group ACCA calls Generation Next) 

will have on the accountancy profession, focusing on those 

working in SMPs. The analysis, published in its Generation 
Next: managing talent in small and medium sized practices 
report, backs up the Deloitte fi ndings but emphasises how 

attitudes can vary within a generational group.

Thinking ahead
Refreshingly, the study reveals that young professionals see 

practice as a platform for long-term career success. They may 

be mobile but they are ‘stickier’ than their Generation Next 

peers in other sectors, especially at the start of their career. 

The assertions that this generation is looking for something 

beyond just pay still hold true with those in SMPs. They are 

attracted to employers that go beyond offering just pay and 

progression opportunities to include job security and work 

fl exibility. They also want to learn and develop new skills, a 

potentially pivotal aptitude for SMPs as they seek to compete 

with the opportunities offered by the Big Four fi rms – the most 

popular destination for those looking to leave the SMP sector.

As Ben Baruch, head of SME policy at ACCA and author of 

the Generation Next study, says: ‘These trends clearly have 

implications and place new pressures on SMPs to rethink how 

they attract, develop and retain young talent. Employers must 

acknowledge that this goes beyond the pay cheque; it’s the 

whole package that matters.

‘For Generation Next, the key to retention is development: 

93% agree that the availability of opportunities to learn 

and develop skills is key to remaining with an employer.’ As 

Baruch observes, this generation is split on whether those 

development opportunities are available at their SMP: globally 

41% say their employer does not have enough roles available 

to allow for career progression, and 34% say their employer 

offers insuffi cient opportunity to achieve career goals.

So, there is work to be done by SMPs to attract and retain 

this generation. They need to not only offer a viable career 

path that provides progression backed up by training and 

development, but also get the message out there that they 

are able to do so. As John Lim, assurance, HR and training 

partner at PKF Singapore, says, his practice had previously 

had diffi culties attracting graduates but began engaging with 

local universities ‘to make our presence known, otherwise 

younger people will only know the names of the Big Four’.

Lim says that giving talks and providing an internship 

programme through these channels ‘helped to make our 

name known and as a result more students got to know us 

through word of mouth’. 
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Top factors making SMPs attractive

Opportunity to learn and develop skills

Career progression opportunities

Interesting work

Job security

 SMPs        All sectors

Financial remuneration

93%
94%

90%
92%

86%
88%

86%
87%

86%
83%

Eilis Quinlan FCCA, senior partner of Quinlan & Co in 

Ireland, says that becoming a registered training practice 

might help some SMP employers to stand out from the 

crowd. ‘I think the benefi ts of structured development should 

be made very obvious to students and the reasons why they 

should go with a registered training practice.’ To some extent, 

this is aligned with ensuring effective communication of the 

benefi ts that professionals gain from the breadth of fi nance 

experience available in the SMP sector.

However, others see the virtue in being a smaller practice, 

one that can create a very different culture from the large 

fi rms or corporates. Thomas Lee, a partner at Lee, Au & 

Co in Hong Kong, argues that SMPs in Hong Kong are in a 

strong competitive position, compared with other sectors, 

for attracting talent. ‘Being part of a smaller team where 

everyone gets on and learns from each other is exciting to 

younger people,’ Lee says. ‘We are a boutique fi rm with a 

pool of multiple talents, and our culture is very warm and 

friendly. We have a strong mentoring culture and practice so 

that new recruits will not work alone by themselves.’

Flexibility is key
Flexibility and work-life balance will always fi gure large 

when looking at how to attract Generation Next, and many 

practices have taken this on board. Mark Gold FCCA, a 

partner at Silver Levene in the UK, says: ‘We encourage 

work-life balance; we’re very much a family-orientated fi rm. 

The whole team, from junior to senior members of staff, are a 

really close bunch.’

Fiona MacNamara FCCA, a senior manager in PKF 

O’Connor, Leddy & Holmes in Ireland, agrees that fl exibility 

offered by SMPs can be a key attraction. ‘I have the option 

to work at home one day a week, and they offer that 

fl exibility to a number of employees. This helps retain more 

qualifi ed staff.’ 

MacNamara also believes it is important that SMP 

employers offer fl exibility to younger professionals studying 

outside of their day-to-day role. ‘We recently took on 

someone who had discovered that she could complete her 

qualifi cation at night while working for us in the daytime.’

However, it is technology that could prove to be the most 

signifi cant area as SMPs seek to remain relevant to new 

generations. Technology is a double-edged sword. It can help 

SMPs develop new services and place them at the cutting 

edge of innovation. But it can also replace many jobs, often 

those that new entrants would have carried out in the past.

According to the ACCA study, 50% of Generation Next 

employees working for SMPs believe that technology will 

replace many entry-level roles in the accounting and fi nance 

profession, a view that was broadly aligned with the global 

average response. But the fl ip side is that 80% of Generation 

Next employees in SMPs agree that technology will enable 

fi nance professionals to focus on higher value-added activity. 

This is a balancing act that requires all generations to pull 

together and fi nd common ground.

As Lee says, his fi rm is keen to learn from the younger 

generation, which involves providing younger staff with a 

degree of freedom and fl exibility: ‘We always try to fi nd a 

new way of doing things,’ he says. ‘It’s about exploring new 

business opportunities and developing new services for 

clients. It’s also giving staff the freedom to explore their own 

projects, and, if you like, supporting entrepreneurialism, which 

benefi ts us and benefi ts them.’ AB

Philip Smith, journalist

More information

Find out how ACCA’s Ethics and Professional Skills module, 
introduced into the qualifi cation in 2017, is helping ensure 
fi nance professionals of the future are equipped with the 
skills needed by employers in the 21st century workplace, at 
future.accaglobal.com/
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Grab the roadmap
CFOs in technologically innovative industries are out of the room when their 
colleagues are making decisions about early-stage R&D 

Despite the idea that CFOs are increasingly acting 
as business partners, they seem to have a blind 
spot over research and development (R&D). This 

is strange given the importance of investment for strategic 
direction and financial performance. 

The absence may be caused by a belief that CFOs don’t 

have the skills or background to make a meaningful 

contribution to project selection. Or they may just 

have been overlooked in the first place. 

Research by the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) 

and ACCA found that R&D managers believe the finance 

team’s involvement in early-stage project evaluation may stop 

or slow down authorisation. The report, The CFOs’ guide to 
technology roadmapping, noted that: ‘Finance should not 

be invited to be involved in the early stages because they 

are less likely to encourage highly risky projects.’ R&D want 

some projects to fail, as it proves that their selection 

was ambitious. 
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Drawing up the map
Step 1 CFOs should use TRs as a tool to ensure the business 

has a disciplined, standardised and consistent approach to 

evaluating early-stage projects. Understanding which projects 

are high risk and which are low will enable business to invest 

across the risk range to achieve the desired rate of return. 

Step 2 CFOs can use the TR to facilitate a dialogue with 

C-suite colleagues using five questions: What is the problem? 

Why should we invest in this solution? Is the timing right? 

Have alternative funding sources been considered? What are 

the risks? This should overcome the problem described by 

one R&D executive as ‘developing a Cadillac when a Chevy 

would have done’. 

Step 3 Ongoing performance evaluation is a crucial role for 

CFOs in R&D where engineers and scientists are likely to be 

overly optimistic and biased about their work, and may not 

flag up difficulties or setbacks that threaten the project. The 

CFO can use the TR to identify projects that should be shut 

down or that require extra resources in the short term to 

achieve a successful conclusion.  

The study focuses on the capital-intensive semiconductor 

industry – which globally spent US$56.4bn on R&D in 

2015. While the finance team is absent when projects are 

selected, it participates in the development stage of project 

evaluation. In semiconductor companies, after the proof of 

concept has been established, CFOs prepare a business case 

to decide whether to continue to fund development or to 

terminate. Then one of finance’s favourite methodologies – 

the discount cashflow analysis – is deployed as part of the 

decision process. 

However, the research stage is so high risk and speculative 

that a net present value (NPV) calculation is considered 

a waste of time. A CFO of one of the largest integrated 

device manufacturers explained: ‘You don’t typically do NPV 

calculations on research because it is highly speculative 

and high risk. At some point, probably five years from when 

we think it will be in production, we will start doing a more 

formal analysis on it. By then you are starting to look at 

whether it will turn into something you can get a return on.’

Gradual shift
Although few CFOs are currently 

involved in the early stages of 

project evaluation, the report 

suggests that in several leading 

firms there is a gradual shift in 

thinking about their role. They 

see that role as evolving into 

one in which the CFO can help 

the organisation to take a more 

disciplined approach to project 

evaluation. For instance, one CFO 

explained that the role should 

focus on facilitating better project 

evaluation processes, which requires 

the CFO to be prepared to ask 

difficult questions: ‘I don’t want 

finance people telling the technology people, “we should go 

and do that technology”. That is not their job.’

He said that even when a CFO agrees with a strategy, 

they should challenge it. The problem, he says, is that 

executives often believe they understand the organisation’s 

risk tolerance. Questioning can help to reveal the different 

attitudes that those involved in project evaluation hold 

towards risk.

Report author Jodie Moll PhD, senior lecturer in accounting 

at Manchester University, argues that an industry technology 

roadmap (TR) would provide a basis for the CFO to work with 

R&D right at the early stages of project evaluation.  

The CFO can use the 
technology roadmap 

to identify projects 
that should be shut 

down or that require 
extra resources in 

the short term

Industry-specific and organised 

industry-wide by the International 

Roadmapping Committee (IRC), a 

TR is designed to prevent technical 

roadblocks and identify growth 

opportunities. A decision-support 

tool, TR helps identify the risk of a 

particular R&D path.

The problem is that for CFOs 

without a scientific/technical 

background much of the TR appears 

indecipherable. But Moll argues the 

TR is accessible to CFOs through 

visual maps, allowing users to 

understand industry forecasts and investment opportunities 

for a specific technology. A colour scheme gives a rapid 

overview: colour 1 means a solution exists; 2 – interim 

solutions are known; 3 – manufacturable solutions are known; 

4 – manufacturable solutions are not known. Once finance 

understands TRs, Moll says, it can use a three-step process to 

integrate them into a project appraisal process (see box). 

By grabbing the TR, CFOs can use their skills to minimise 

the chances of their company’s R&D being dysfunctional. It’s 

time CFOs were back in the room from the start. AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Confidence boost

Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s video on 
achieving the right level of confidence 
at bit.ly/Y-confidence

Setting confidence levels
While low levels of confidence can be problematic, very high levels may not be ideal 
either. Our talent doctor Rob Yeung analyses the evidence on how to get it right

may reduce people’s ability to succeed: 

for example, overconfidence may make 

them less able, or less willing, to learn 

from their own mistakes.

An important research study led by 

Stanford University scientist Emily Pronin 

suggested that up to 80% of people 

consistently rate themselves as better 

than average across a wide variety of 

skills and domains of knowledge. Clearly, 

that’s statistically impossible. So the 

likelihood is that most of us overestimate 

ourselves in some respects. 

The only way to find out how good 

you really are is to seek feedback 

from knowledgeable colleagues – ask 

them for candid comments about your 

performance. 

However, be certain to avoid justifying 

or explaining your behaviour or you will 

come across as defensive and closed-

minded. If you are genuinely committed 

to enhancing your performance, you 

must accept the validity of people’s 

views; it is your responsibility to develop 

your skills and change your behaviour 

until others agree they have seen real 

changes in how you perform. 

One technique that has been shown 

to boost people’s confidence and 

performance in high-pressure situations 

is visualisation. Effective visualisation, 

however, is not just a case of imagining 

what it would look like to perform 

strongly in a presentation or meeting.

In one scientific study, volunteers 

were recruited to participate in a 

How confident would you say you are 
on a scale of 1 to 10? Suppose that a 
1 means that you experience immense 
anxiety and self-doubt and a 10 on 
the other hand indicates that you are 
supremely comfortable in all areas of 
your life. What score would you assign 
to yourself?

Clearly, low levels of confidence can 

be problematic. People with low self-

confidence may have trouble speaking 

up at work, making an impact during job 

interviews and so on.

However, very high levels of 

confidence may not be ideal either. For 

example, studies by researchers such as 

Randall Colvin at Northeastern University 

in Boston, US, suggest that highly 

confident individuals typically make a 

good first impression; however, over 

time they have a tendency to talk about 

themselves and dominate conversations 

so much that they may alienate people. 

A fine balance
In my latest book Confidence 2.0: 
The New Science of Self-Confidence, 

I review research evidence looking 

at the relationship between people’s 

confidence and their performance. 

In both social as well as professional 

situations, there may be an inverted-U 

relationship between confidence and 

performance. People who have very low 

confidence can boost their performance 

by improving their confidence. However, 

the benefits of improved confidence 

may peak at around a score of 6 or 7 

out of 10. After that, there may be an 

inverse relationship between further 

confidence and performance. In other 

words, very high levels of confidence 

Very high levels 
of confidence 

may reduce 
people’s ability 

to succeed; their 
overconfidence 

may make them 
less willing to learn
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More information

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung

If you have a question for the talent 
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com

Get CPD units by answering 
questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd

he agreed to move me onto a permanent contract, 

but he was clearly reluctant to do so. I still feel that he 

is intensely critical of me and I’m very unhappy. How long 

do I need to stick with the job before I can move on?

A There is no right answer as to how long you must stay in a job 

before moving on. I have known individuals who have stayed for as 

little as a few months. Typically, they could show a track record of exemplary results 

and were lured away by executive search fi rms offering signifi cantly larger or more 

exciting opportunities that justifi ed changing jobs so quickly. More usually, though, 

many employers think it is acceptable for prospective candidates to move on after 

around a year or 18 months, so long as they can tell a compelling story about what 

they learned and accomplished.

However, if I were coaching you, I would suggest that you fi rst make a more 

determined attempt to resolve the issues with your existing line manager and 

colleagues. You say that your line manager was ‘reluctant’ to keep you on: what 

reasons did he give exactly? If you cannot answer that question with a list of the 

problematic actions or inactions that your line manager perceives you to have 

committed, then I would argue that you have yet to identify his underlying concerns.

Set up a meeting with your line manager and give him the opportunity to talk about 

what he thinks are your weaknesses and wrongdoings. Avoid trying to explain or 

defend yourself. Simply listen and take copious notes. This way, you may still be able to 

rectify the issues, improve your working relationships and maybe even enjoy your job.

Tips for the top 
It is often said that your fi rst month or so at a new company is a critical time, which 

will determine your career trajectory within the organisation. To set yourself up for 

long-term success, adopt the following approach during your fi rst month:

* Avoid assuming anything. There is rarely only one correct way of doing things. 

The way you are used to working may be different from what is considered 

correct in your new team. Your colleagues will tolerate more questions from you 

during your fi rst weeks.

* Keep your ideas to yourself. Even if you can see 

problems that need fi xing, remember that you are 

a newcomer. You must build up your credibility 

over time before your colleagues will take your 

recommendations seriously.

* Focus on being likeable. Even if you are quite 

introverted by nature, make it a priority to 

socialise and get to know your colleagues. Success 

at work requires not only technical skills but strong 

working relationships too.

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

Q I joined my current employer 

seven months ago. The fi rst 

three months were very diffi cult 

and my line manager extended my 

probation period. Three months later, 

mock interview. All of the participants 

were given a booklet of 10 interview 

questions and asked to write down 

answers to questions such as ‘Tell 

me about yourself’ and ‘What are 

your major strengths?’

Next, half of the participants 

were told to visualise themselves 

answering the 10 questions. The 

other half were asked to sit 

quietly for a similar length of time.

When the participants were then 

interviewed, those who had practised 

visualisation reported feeling less 

nervous. Perhaps more importantly, 

these visualising participants were also 

rated more highly by the interviewers.

Before you start visualising though, 

bear in mind two major caveats. The 

study suggests that visualisation works 

when you have done proper preparation 

beforehand. Simply envisioning a 

successful interview, presentation or 

meeting won’t work. 

In addition, the participants who 

visualised a successful interview spent 

between 10 and 20 minutes imagining 

how a successful interview would look 

and feel. It wasn’t merely a technique 

that they did in seconds or a few 

minutes. It took a real investment of 

time to be benefi cial. AB

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational 

psychologist at leadership consulting 

fi rm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

Until 28 February AB readers can get 

20% off the cost of his new book by 

redeeming the code CONFIDENCE at 

guardianbookshop.com. 
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Reach for the stars 
Important lessons can be learned from NASA about team values, even if you’re  
not in the business of space exploration, says Paul Sean Hill

NASA’s mission control 
is known for building 
generation after generation 

of high-performing teams that have 
protected astronauts while achieving 
stunning successes in space. The 
real key to preserving that level of 
performance has always been less 
about rocket science and more 
about the culture and leadership 
values we stewarded in those 
teams as fiercely as we protected 
the astronauts. 

However, like managers anywhere, 

as we were promoted away 

from the rocket science, our days became consumed with 

real and necessary business and personnel-management 

responsibilities. We often fell into management practices that 

were not only inconsistent with our own enabling culture and 

values but that also led to preventable mistakes and failures. 

As NASA discovered after the three accidents that 

cost astronauts’ lives, the good intentions of proven 

senior managers were not enough to prevent top-down 

management practices from masking the warning signs that 

precede failure.

After more than 40 years developing such incredible 

working-level teams in the mission control room, we learned to 

deliberately apply the key cultural and leadership values in our 

management roles. And just like in mission control, reflecting 

the values in our behaviors and management practices 

delivered similar results: highly-reliable decision-making and 

top performance in critical situations. 

Rather than waiting for your own brush with failure and 

searching for ideas, use our transformation to set out on 

your own. Leverage the cultural and leadership values 

that are key to mission control’s success, both in flying in 

space and in management practices. After all, the real 

destination has nothing to do with rocket science; it is to 

enable a leadership environment that inherently strengthens 

your performance.

Any management team can repeat our transformation, 

leverage the mission control values and enhance their 

Rather than waiting 
for your own 

brush with failure 
and searching 

for ideas, use our 
transformation to set 

out on your own

team performance by taking the 

steps outlined (see ‘Small steps 

for man’, left). 

Fortunately, leaders aren’t left 

to invent the underlying ideas 

on their own when their teams 

struggle to understand how this high-

trust environment can help them. Do 

what we did and explore the ideas 

that great thinkers have already made 

available. Mission control’s leadership 

team transformation was helped 

tremendously in this way through 

management-team roundtable 

reviews of the following books:

* What Got You Here Won’t Get You There, Marshall 

Goldsmith 

*    The Speed of Trust: The One Thing that Changes 
Everything, Stephen M.R. Covey

*     Leading Change, John P. Kotter

* Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... 
and Others Don’t, Jim Collins

* Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies, 

Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras

The key is open and thorough dialogue to internalise the ideas 

and apply them to your behaviours and management practices 

through open team discussion. Then make management-

practice changes that are specifically intended to continue 

the leadership transformation. In time, just like the high-trust 

leadership environment itself, the willingness to critically 

evaluate ongoing practices and an openness to change can 

take root as part of the culture at all levels of an organisation.

Failure is always an option, and so is choosing to lead your 

team into a leadership environment that helps them avoid 

catastrophe and pull off miracles. Like mission control, you can 

take them there. 

Lead deliberately and lead well. It ain’t rocket science. It’s 

much more difficult and much more important. AB

 

Paul Sean Hill is a former NASA flight director, retired director of 

mission operations for human spaceflight, and author of Mission 
Control Management, published by NB Books 
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Small steps for man
Create a high-trust environment

* Align the team to a common 

purpose and prioritise 

strategies and decisions on 

how well they contribute to the 

team’s success. 

* Practise full transparency in all 

discussions and decision-making, 

from the leader to the team, 

among peers on the team, and 

in the team’s interaction with 

the leader. All cards are face up 

on the table for the full team in 

every decision.

* Allow and expect every member 

of the team to engage on 

every subject. 

Train how you fly, fly how you train

* Say what you mean. There 

can be no unmentionable or 

undiscussable concerns. Rely 

on the alignment to purpose 

and values to preserve full 

transparency and get through 

any uncomfortable discussions.

* Do what you say. Take deliberate 

action based on the conclusions 

reached in this high-trust team. 

Reinforce values and trust

* Discuss the need for transparency, 

value alignment and engagement 

across the team.

* Deliberately assess individual 

and team behaviours and 

management practices against 

these values.

* Explore new ideas and remain 

open to behaviour changes 

that enhance this high-trust 

environment.
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Knowing when to stop
With our virtual world turning working hours and office attendance into an altogether 
more fluid affair, David Parmenter offers guidance on how not to be a workaholic

are heroes working nonstop for 

14 hours, but in reality we are going 

nowhere quickly. Always take breaks.

* Take special care of your high-

performing staff. These driven 

employees will at some point burn 

out, and then you get the surprise 

resignation. When running General 

Electric, Jack Welch extracted 

every bit of value out of staff and 

managers. But at the same time, he 

would enable staff who had already 

collected a pile of ‘I owe you’ chits 

to take time out to recover their 

work-life balance before pressing 

on.  

* Look for a safe haven. Schedule 

more time in your diary for finding 

and nurturing relationships, hobbies 

and sports that will make your life 

more meaningful. This is particularly 

important when you are faced 

with redundancy. It happened to 

Sir Winston Churchill on three 

occasions. Each time he cocooned 

himself at his secluded residence at 

Chartwell in Kent. 

The next time a deadline comes 

up, make sure it is going to mean 

something. Otherwise it is far better to 

go home earlier and visit that elderly 

neighbour or help charge someone’s car 

battery. It is these gifts of time that will 

be remembered, that will make your life 

richer and more meaningful. AB

David Parmenter is a writer and 

presenter on measuring, monitoring and 

managing performance

Some of the greatest discoveries ever 
made have been the byproduct of 
workaholics, but there are also many 
people out there who just can’t stop 
working, regardless of the quality of 
the output.

While at the extremes this can be 

a very serious condition, there are a 

number of borderline workaholics who 

could benefit from taking a step back 

and re-assessing their priorities. 

Borderline workaholics in 

management positions can be 

dangerous, as they will suck their staff 

into the vortex of their meaningless 

pursuits. They can be the worst 

managers but the best talkers.

But on your death bed, will all the 

meaningless deadlines that drove you, 

those reports you worked on at 3am that 

nobody read, mean that at your funeral 

there will be an outpouring of respect?

Many of us are task-driven. We 

are motivated to succeed no matter 

how stupid or meaningless the target 

is. We feel we will get a great deal 

of satisfaction from it and yet, on 

completion, were we not disappointed 

Avoid working 
through lunch. 

Eating ‘al desko’ 
signals that you 

are not on top of 
things, or worse, 
lack perspective

by the fleeting moment of pleasure?  

Here are some mitigating steps to take 

if you feel that you’re heading down the 

slippery slope. 

* Look at deadlines carefully before 

committing to them. Are they going 

to make a difference? Are they 

connected with the organisation’s 

critical success factors? If not, they 

might not be that important.

* Ensure your team has regular 

meetings somewhere outside 

the office. You get a different 

perspective when you get together 

in cafes or other public spaces. Get 

away from your prison and mingle 

with real life. 

* Avoid working through lunch. Eating 

‘al desko’ signals that you are not 

on top of things, or worse, lack 

perspective. You need a break in 

times when you feel that is the last 

thing you can afford to do – again, 

to get a clearer perspective on the 

issue at hand. Consider scheduling 

lunches with people you either 

need to work with better or should 

network with. We may all think we 
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Deferred tax is back
In the light of the IASB’s focus on producing more useful information for investors, 
deferred tax seems at odds with this approach. Adam Deller outlines the debate

The central theme of the current work 
plan of the International Accounting 
Standards Board (IASB) is ‘Better 
communication in financial reporting’. 
In the past few months, this column 
has considered the varying ways the 
IASB is applying this – to the disclosure 
project, the definition of materiality, 
the format of primary financial 
statements and the proposed changes 
to the Conceptual Framework.

In November 2017, the IASB held 

its annual research forum. Most of 

the discussion unsurprisingly centred 

around topics linked to this principle of 

improved communication. An interesting 

addition to the research topics was a 

discussion on deferred tax. This was 

an unexpected topic, as the IASB has 

decided not to change IAS 12, Income 
Taxes, in respect of deferred tax and it 

sits nowhere in the current work plan.

IAS 12 covers the accounting 

treatment for both current and deferred 

tax. Current tax relates to the entries to 

be made in respect of the estimated tax 

liability from the current year’s tax return 

to be filed. Deferred tax arises where 

there are taxable temporary differences 

in the carrying amount of an asset or 

liability in the statement of financial 

position and its tax base. Therefore 

deferred tax assets or liabilities are 

recognised if they represent the future 

tax consequences of events that are 

already in existence.

The concept and practical application 

of deferred tax has been a source of 

much debate and criticism for many 

years. Academics Arjan Brouwer and 

Ewout Naarding produced a research 

paper at the forum that questions the 

decision not to re-examine IAS 12, 

especially in the light of the IASB’s focus 

on better communication. Here are 

some of the arguments raised in this 

discussion and other concerns raised 

over the treatment of deferred tax. 

Consistency in recognition
As deferred tax is defined by looking 

at the carrying amount of an asset or 

liability in relation to its tax base. This 

shows a focus on financial position in 

the application of deferred tax. Having 

a financial position focus is consistent 

with the Conceptual Framework, even 

though this focus is not always popular, 

particularly with accounting students, 

who often struggle with the definitions 
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tax liability would therefore be created. 

From a matching perspective, this 

makes sense, as the entity will never 

be able to recognise the fair value gain 

recorded without incurring tax on that 

gain. While this makes sense from a 

matching perspective, does the entity 

have a present obligation to transfer an 

economic resource? If the entity has no 

intention to sell the asset, it could be 

argued that it doesn’t. 

Instead of showing the deferred 

tax as a liability, commentators have 

suggested simply showing the gain net 

of tax. This would have the effect of 

only recording the net gain to the entity, 

and not reflecting a liability. This is 

currently not in line with the accounting 

treatments for non-current assets or 

tax so cannot be done, but it could 

be argued that as the payment of the 

liability is very unlikely, the presence of a 

deferred tax liability may be misleading.

This seems to represent a slight 

conflict with some key principles in 

the Conceptual Framework: not to 

recognise any potential tax impacts on a 

remeasurement gain would show a gain 

but omit any potential costs associated 

with the gain. Recognising a liability with 

a low probability of any payment may 

also not represent relevant information.

The Conceptual Framework exposure 

draft does state that ‘users of financial 

statements may, in some cases, not find 

it useful for an entity to recognise assets 

and liabilities with very low probabilities 

of inflows and outflows of economic 

surrounding which tax base to apply 

to items. 

In addition, it could be questioned 

whether deferred tax assets and deferred 

tax liabilities really satisfy the definitions 

of assets and liabilities. The proposed 

definitions according to the Conceptual 

Framework exposure draft are:

* an asset is a present economic 

resource controlled by the entity as 

a result of past events

* a liability is a present obligation of 

the entity to transfer an economic 

resource as a result of past events.

Cases can be made to show that 

deferred tax assets and liabilities do 

meet these definitions, but equally 

cases could also be made to question 

whether entities do indeed have present 

obligations in terms of deferred tax 

liabilities recognised.

One of the most common deferred 

tax liabilities arises from the differences 

between the depreciation charged on 

a non-current asset compared to the 

capital allowances given for that asset. 

In situations where capital allowances 

exceed the depreciation charged, this 

will result in a deferred tax liability. The 

principle behind this is a sound one, 

as the entity will receive fewer capital 

allowances in the future, resulting in 

higher tax charges. This tax will only 

be payable based on the entity’s future 

profits, so critics often suggest that 

there is no present obligation to settle 

this liability, as the entity may not make 

any taxable profits.

A much more contentious issue 

revolves around adjustments to fair 

value. An entity using either the 

revaluation model for a non-current 

asset, or a parent company making 

fair value adjustments to assets on 

the acquisition of a subsidiary, may 

recognise a fair value gain if the asset 

value increases. This would increase the 

difference between the carrying amount 

of the asset and its tax base. A deferred 
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signifi cantly overstated in the fi nancial 

statements. This also puts IAS 12 in 

confl ict with other standards, such as 

IAS 37, Provisions, Contingent Liabilities 

and Contingent Assets, which states that 

long-term provisions must be discounted 

to refl ect the time value of money.

There is often a weak relationship 

between deferred tax balances and 

future cashfl ows. Deferred tax items are 

often very long term, or the settlement 

of the liability may have a very low 

probability if it arises from fair value 

gains. In the light of the IASB’s focus 

on producing more useful information, 

deferred tax does seem at odds with 

this approach. It is questionable as to 

how much value the accounting for and 

disclosures surrounding deferred tax 

produces for investors. 

When it comes to the information 

investors regard as useful in relation 

to tax, it would appear reasonable 

benefi ts’, which could be argued to be 

the case here with the deferred tax on 

revaluation gains. 

While the Conceptual Framework 

does seem to suggest that the 

recognition of some liabilities with a 

low probability of outfl ow is not useful, 

IAS 12 explicitly states that a deferred 

tax liability must be recognised for all 

temporary timing differences. While a 

deferred tax liability must be recognised 

wherever the carrying amount exceeds 

the tax base, a deferred tax asset has 

a probability criterion attached to it, 

stating that there must be suffi cient 

projected future taxable profi ts to be 

able to recognise the deferred tax asset. 

The IASB has already addressed 

this issue in relation to its work on the 

Conceptual Framework, stating that 

there is asymmetric prudence within 

certain accounting standards, and that 

this should be allowed to remain.

Consistency in measurement
Many deferred tax items, particularly 

liabilities, are long term and will 

be settled in over 12 months. The 

Conceptual Framework exposure draft 

states that fair value should refl ect the 

time value of money. Under IAS 12, the 

discounting of deferred tax items is 

explicitly prohibited. 

The reasoning behind this is because 

it could be inherently complex to do 

and may not provide useful information. 

While this may well be true, it may mean 

that deferred tax liabilities could be 

to assume that most users are more 

interested in the current tax position 

and any future cash impacts relating to 

tax. The current deferred tax disclosures 

do not show this information clearly. 

From the deferred tax accounting and 

disclosures under IAS 12, users would 

not be able to assess whether there is a 

future cash impact, the estimated timing 

of that impact or the likelihood of the 

event arising.

Some commentators believe that 

deferred tax accounting isn’t fi t for 

purpose and that it provides limited 

usefulness. They often argue that users 

would be more interested in an entity’s 

tax policies and governance rather than 

the deferred tax information. Given the 

IASB’s focus on useful disclosure, the 

disclosures around tax seem to be an 

area that could be looked at further.

While the removal of deferred tax 

is likely to remain wishful thinking for 

accounts preparers and accounting 

students everywhere, there are surely 

enough inconsistencies between IAS 12 

and other areas of corporate reporting 

for the IASB to consider taking action. 

Maybe the topic’s inclusion within the 

research forum could lead to just that. AB

Adam Deller is a fi nancial reporting 

specialist and lecturer

Some believe 
that deferred tax 
accounting isn’t 

fit for purpose and 
that it provides 

limited usefulness 
to investors
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European Union

VAT online
The EU’s Council of Ministers has 

approved e-commerce VAT law reforms 

(proposed in December 2016) to help 

small businesses and consumers buy 

and sell goods online across European 

national borders. The new rules will 

simplify VAT for startups, micro, small 

and medium-sized businesses selling 

goods to consumers online in other 

EU member states. VAT on cross-

border sales under €10,000 a year will 

be processed under the rules of the 

vendor’s home country, rather than 

those of the final consumer. Large 

online marketplaces will be have collect 

VAT on sales they facilitate by non-EU 

companies to EU consumers. 

Africa

Tax data swapping
The Global Forum on Transparency 

and Exchange of Information for Tax 

Purposes has launched a series of 

initiatives to help African countries 

implement Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

international tax data swapping 

standards. The forum has staged 

seminars for government officials in 

Nigeria, Tunisia and Togo. 

Australia

Risk reduction insurance
The Australian Accounting Standards 

Board (AASB) has proposed that public 

sector risk-reducing measures should 

be covered by insurance-focused 

financial reporting rules. It highlights, 

for instance, how governments 

might subsidise insurance policies, 

compensate accident victims, and 

insist that programmes are assessed 

by actuaries to see whether funding 

can cope with potential risk. Such 

policies or programmes are not covered 

by the Australian standard AASB 17, 

Insurance Contracts. 

India

Shell company definition
The Institute of Chartered Accountants 

of India (ICAI) is to legally define 

shell companies so the government 

can control or close them down. The 

ICAI, which is the audit regulator, 

may press for changes to the 

Companies (Auditor’s Report) Order 

to allow statutory auditors to certify 

operationally dormant businesses, 

according to newspaper reports posted 

on the ICAI website.

International

Tax revenues boost
An action plan from the Global Forum 

on Transparency and Exchange of 

Information for Tax Purposes has called 

on the G20 economies and non-profits 

to help emerging markets implement 

the OECD standard on automatic 

exchange of tax information as a way to 

‘secure sustainable domestic revenue’. 

United States

Steamship tax break sunk
The US Financial Accounting Standards 

Board has announced an end to a tax 

break for US steamship companies, 

which had been allowed to defer taxes 

on statutory reserve deposits made 

before 15 December 1992. Companies 

previously had 25 years to spend the 

money or forfeit the tax deferral. AB

Keith Nuthall, journalist

In the EU’s black books
The European Union’s Council of 

Ministers has published a blacklist of 

jurisdictions it thinks do not cooperate 

sufficiently with international efforts to 

reduce tax evasion. They are: American 

Samoa, Bahrain, Barbados, Grenada, 

Guam, South Korea, Macau, the Marshall 

Islands, Mongolia, Namibia, Palau, 

Panama, Saint Lucia, Samoa, Trinidad 

and Tobago, Tunisia and the UAE. These 

jurisdictions may now face EU ‘defensive’ 

measures, such as additional taxation on 

trade and investment. 

A monthly update of the latest developments in financial reporting, taxation 
and legislation from the European Union, the OECD and elsewhere

Technical update
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Due recognition
Financial reporting is struggling to keep pace with the way companies operate – a 
struggle reflected in the patchy treatment of intangible assets. Richard Martin explains

Finally, even when the six tests are 

met, the accumulation of the cost of the 

investment begins only at that point, 

and any past expenditure getting it to 

that point must remain written off. 

On the other hand, if intangibles 

are purchased directly or as part of 

a business combination, they may 

be recognised as an asset at their 

fair value at the date of acquisition. 

As a result, under IFRS 3, Business 
Combinations, not only are licences and 

R&D recognised, but customer-related 

intangibles such as brands, relationships 

and customer lists are also often 

included on the balance sheet. 

Two examples should suffice to 

indicate the current state of affairs. In 

2016 Samsung spent heavily on R&D 

but recognised less than 5% of that 

spend as an asset; therefore 95% of 

the company’s R&D spend seemingly 

added no value. And pharma company 

Novartis spent over US$9bn on internal 

R&D (none of which was capitalised) 

while including over US$38bn of 

acquired product-related intangibles.

There is a large and widening gap 
between the market values of 
companies and their book values. 
Companies’ net book values may, 
according to one estimate, account 
for just 15% of market capitalisation. 
This is the ‘intangibles gap’ that some 
assume is made up of intangibles that 
accounting doesn’t recognise as assets.

The gap correlates with the modern 

trend in many economies away from 

investment in property, plant and 

equipment and inventory, and towards 

building businesses around intangible 

items such as brands, know-how, 

software or workforce talent. 

While financial statements have never 

claimed to be business valuations, 

the extent of the difference raises the 

question of whether current financial 

statements recognise fewer intangible 

assets than they should. 

Of course, many of these intangibles 

may not even be controlled by an entity, 

their costs are difficult to track and 

their values hard to assess – all very 

good reasons for not recognising them 

as corporate assets on the balance 

sheet. Accordingly, we should not get 

carried away and conclude it would 

be a good idea if financial statements 

started revaluing brands or a company’s 

workforce from year to year.

But what about the intangibles that 

financial statements can recognise? The 

current IFRS Standards deal with similar 

intangibles very differently, depending 

on whether they are internally 

generated or are purchased/acquired in 

a business combination. 

Internally generated intangibles are 

restricted to the development costs of 

new products and services – everything 

else has to be written off as incurred, 

whether that is research, marketing 

campaigns or staff training. 

In IAS 38, Intangible Assets, there 

are six tests to meet before even 

development costs can be recognised 

as an asset. This gives considerable 

discretion to companies that spend on 

research and development (R&D) as to 

the degree to which development costs 

are expensed. 
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In short, all does not seem well with 

IAS 38. The indications are that many 

companies that should capitalise do 

not do so, and that some of those that 

do should not. So you might conclude 

that reporting outside of the financial 

statements will be more effective at 

communicating the development of a 

business in terms of R&D. 

Certainly the research shows that 

there is a good deal of coverage of 

the issues in the narrative sections of 

the annual report. There seems little 

difference in the quantity of reporting 

between the ‘expensers’ and the 

‘capitalisers’. The former do not say 

much more in the front half of the 

annual report to make up for the lack of 

assets in the financial statements.

Some of the requirements or 

Calling it what it is
ACCA has been doing research to get 

a better picture of the situation, looking 

at listed companies worldwide that 

have used IFRS since 2005. While the 

study is not yet complete, some early 

findings have emerged. For a start, 

only a distinct minority report any R&D 

expenditure at all. Most companies 

either don’t spend to improve their 

products or services, or (more likely) call 

it something else. 

Of the companies in the sample that 

do disclose R&D, 62% write all of it off 

as an expense; only 38% report it as 

any kind of asset. This implies that all 

that expensed spend creates no value 

for the company, which seems unlikely. 

Alternatively, the tests in IAS 38 have set 

the bar so high it is difficult to recognise 

assets. Or perhaps management finds 

immediate write-off the most convenient 

way of accounting, and the six tests 

allow them to do this every time. 

The indications from the research are 

that most of these companies could 

capitalise to some extent.

Indeed the decision to capitalise or 

not seems to be driven by factors other 

than those set out in IAS 38. So, for 

example, we find that larger companies 

tend not to capitalise, as do those where 

R&D is most material and, significantly, 

where there is an association with 

earnings management. 

systems for wider corporate reporting 

encourage companies to talk about 

the development of new products and 

processes in their reports. For instance 

the Integrated Reporting Framework 

emphasises the need to look beyond 

financial and manufactured capital to 

the development of intellectual and 

human capital and their contribution to 

the business’ value creation.

So there seems to be another issue 

besides the intangibles gap. The R&D 

costs of new products and processes are 

intangible assets and should already be 

helping to fill the gap, but there may be 

much less than there should be. 

The International Accounting 

Standards Board (IASB), which sets 

IFRS Standards, should be addressing 

the implications, the anomalies in the 

accounting for intangibles and whether 

or not standards are overly restrictive on 

the recognition of certain intangibles. AB

Richard Martin, ACCA head of 

corporate reporting

The indications 
are that many 

companies that 
should capitalise 
R&D do not, and 

that some of those 
that do should not
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Back to basics
In this latest article in the series ‘all you needed to know but were too afraid to ask’, 
we explain what bitcoin is and what its potential might be 

preferring to invest in blockchain and 

other financial technology (‘fintech’).

Jamie Dimon, chief executive of 

JPMorgan Chase & Co, a financial 

services company with assets of US$2.6 

trillion, made headlines when he was 

reported as saying that bitcoin was ‘a 

fraud’ and would eventually ‘blow up’.

‘The currency isn’t going to work,’ 

Dimon was reported as saying. ‘You 

can’t have a business where people 

can invent a currency out of thin air and 

think that people who are buying it are 

really smart.’ 

Others in financial services are open-

minded about bitcoin’s potential. In 

2016, Mark Carney, governor of the 

Bank of England, said in a speech that 

a distributed ledger/blockchain for 

everyone could open the possibility 

of creating a central bank digital 

currency. Doing so could give people 

direct access to ‘the ultimate risk-

free asset’ and perhaps ‘abruptly 

re-shape banking,’ Carney said. But 

he cautioned that before the Bank 

of England would use blockchain 

or bitcoin, it would need assurance 

that blockchain distributed ledger 

systems were secure, fast and reliable. 

‘The payments system we oversee 

processes half a trillion pounds of bank 

transactions, equivalent to around a 

third of annual GDP, each day,’ he said.

Bitcoin and related technologies 

may create business opportunities 

for financial firms. Accounting firms 

are keen to advise businesses on 

blockchain and bitcoin technology. 

Some are even using bitcoin. At the 

start of 2017, EY Switzerland allowed 

its clients to pay invoices for auditing 

PwC and EY both announced last 
year that they had accepted client 
payments in bitcoin. Amazon has 
indicated it may soon do the same. 
According to reports in the media, 
Amazon has registered three new 
website domain names related 
to ‘cryptocurrency’ (amazonethereum.
com, amazoncryptocurrency.com and 
amazoncryptocurrencies.com), a clear 
sign of intent.

Virtual currencies are now reaching 

the mainstream. They have already 

changed the payment industry and 

how individuals and businesses 

transact. But with so many conflicting 

opinions about bitcoin, it can be hard 

to work out its benefits and potential. 

Will it replace money and how is it 

affecting business? 

What is it?
Bitcoin is a digital or ‘cryptocurrency’. 

Individuals and businesses can use 

it to buy things and transfer value 

without intermediaries such as banks. 

Transactions are encrypted and time-

stamped. The currency was created 

in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto − a 

pseudonym. The individual’s identity is 

still being debated.

In the last few years, the interest in 

bitcoin has burgeoned. Bitcoin’s global 

market is worth billions of pounds. At 

time of going to press, one bitcoin was 

worth more than US$14,452, with many 

investment experts believing that it is a 

bubble waiting to burst.

Coin owners can transfer its value to 

anyone else in a ‘chain’ of transactions, 

which form a block. These blocks form 

a ‘blockchain’ − a digital ledger that 

Regulating the 
bitcoin industry 

would be tricky, as 
digital currencies 

have thrived on 
the ability to be 

bought and sold 
anonymously

can record and verify transactions, such 

as bitcoin, legal contracts, financial 

statements or even medical records. 

Records in a blockchain can only 

be changed with the permission of 

everyone involved in the transaction. 

You can convert bitcoins into cash 

at an exchange, just as you can for a 

traditional currency.

You’ll usually need a mobile app 

or computer program to use bitcoin. 

Bitcoins are kept and exchanged using 

a digital wallet.

You can invest in bitcoin funds, 

such as the Bitcoin Investment 

Trust offered by British stockbroker 

Hargreaves Lansdown. 

The dark side
Bitcoin is unlikely to replace real money, 

according to some experts, who say 

that because bitcoin isn’t regulated and 

because it’s widely used by criminals 

and on the ‘dark web’, it’s unlikely to 

become an everyday thing used by 

billions of people.

Banks have generally not offered 

bitcoin services since it began, 
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ethereum and ripple. Ethereum, the 

second-biggest digital currency, is 

like bitcoin. A Swiss not-for-profit 

organisation that was created in 2014, 

ethereum runs on a large network 

of computers run by volunteers. In 

January, one ethereum digital coin was 

worth about US$1,372.

It’s used for payments and verifying 

transactions (property, shares, legal 

agreements or anything of value), 

using its own version of blockchain 

technology. If these smart contracts 

take off, it could have major 

implications for financial services 

firms, accountants, lawyers and other 

intermediaries who people have relied 

on to verify transactions.  

Ripple, trading as XRP, is a cross-

border payment system and digital 

currency, sending payments using 

its blockchain network. Cross-border 

payments can be made in four 

seconds, compared with about three 

and advisory services using bitcoin. 

The Big Four firm gave its staff a digital 

wallet to use bitcoin and installed a 

bitcoin ATM in its building. And in 

early December, PwC Hong Kong 

followed suit, announcing that it would 

accept bitcoin as payment for its 

advisory services. 

Regulation difficulties
Bitcoin ATMs will make the digital 

currency more accessible, but how 

can the growing bitcoin industry 

be regulated? 

Because digital currencies are 

unregulated, consumers have no right 

to claim compensation. Some regulators 

have talked about regulating parts of 

digital currency, although this would 

be tricky, as digital currencies have 

thrived on the ability to be bought and 

sold anonymously.

Bitcoin is not the only digital 

currency. Other popular ones include 

days for inter-bank transactions using 

the Swift network, according to ripple. 

Its corporate customers include 

American Express, France’s Credit 

Agricole bank and TransferGo, a UK 

payment transfer company. In January, 

one unit of XRP was worth about 

US$2.04.

What next for bitcoin and other 

digital currencies? It may (when 

combined with blockchain) change 

financial services, business and 

consumerism. It may also be an over-

hyped asset bubble that’s overtaken 

by a newer and better technology. 

Everything should be clearer in about 

five years. AB

Nick Huber, journalist
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Lang Hy FCCA has more than 16 years’ 

experience in assurance services, 

since joining PwC Cambodia in 

2000. He became a partner in July 2017. 

Hy gained his ACCA Qualification 

in 2005. He is an active member of 

ACCA Cambodia and the Kampuchea 

Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

and Auditors.

He has extensive experience 

in providing assurance services 

to multinational clients and 

domestic companies in Cambodia, 

and in serving PwC’s clients in 

various industries, among them 

manufacturing, hospitality, trading 

and financial services (including 

microfinance institutions and 

commercial banks). 

In addition, Hy is learning and 

development coordinator for 

PwC’s Cambodia office.

CVi

Bright future
Lang Hy FCCA, assurance services partner with PwC Cambodia, is focusing his 
energy and expertise on the country’s growing financial services sector

amount of outstanding loans hovering 

at around US$17bn in 2016. Still, Hy 

says that business management can be 

challenging for smaller, family-owned 

businesses, especially because their 

bookkeeping and financial reporting 

capacities are limited. However, 

entities are starting to recognise the 

value of having proper bookkeeping 

and financial reporting, with some 

now improving their standards up to 

the necessary level.

‘If a multinational company comes to 

Cambodia, they bring their resources 

and their experienced people,’ Hy 

explains. ‘For those entities, there’s 

no issue in terms of accounting and 

business management. 

‘But for a family-owned business, the 

key challenge I’ve observed is that their 

bookkeeping is limited. There isn’t a 

full set of financial statements prepared 

in accordance with local accounting 

standards: Cambodia International 

Financial Reporting Standards (CIFRS) 

or CIFRS for SMEs. If they want to 

get a loan from the bank, the bank 

will always ask if they have audited 

financial statements. But their financial 

information might be just three or 

four pages long.’ 

International investment
Cambodia’s high rate of economic 

growth and special economic zones are 

attracting large foreign investors. Recent 

recruits include Coca-Cola, Toyota and 

US jewellery and silverware company 

Tiffany & Co. 

China is one of the biggest sources of 

foreign direct investment in Cambodia, 

and so has played a fundamental role 

As a young graduate in Cambodia’s 
rapidly developing capital Phnom 
Penh, Lang Hy FCCA made a decision 
that would determine the direction 
of his career: to enter the field of 
accountancy. Today, 17 years later, Hy 
is a partner at PwC Cambodia, a Big 
Four firm that provides audit, tax and 
advisory services in a country that’s 
experiencing around 7% economic 
growth annually. 

‘During my time at university, I didn’t 

have access to a lot of information 

about the Big Four firms. But my 

brother convinced me that the Big Four 

was a good place to work, and I applied 

and luckily got an offer,’ explains Hy, 

sitting in his airy office in central Phnom 

Penh. ‘It’s been a long journey from 

then until now.’ 

He remarks that PwC Cambodia 

occupies a strong position among 

the Big Four in the country; it is a well-

established firm with an understanding 

of the local market and has strong 

relationships with business and 

government. He also notes that 

PwC has three Cambodian partners 

– a high number compared with 

its competitors, including other 

Big Four firms.

PwC Cambodia works with a variety 

of industries including financial 

services, telecommunications, 

manufacturing, hospitality, energy 

and non-governmental organisations. 

Hy focuses his energy and expertise 

primarily on the financial services 

sector. Although Cambodia’s market 

is still small compared with those 

of neighbouring countries, Hy is 

kept very busy.  

‘The main focus is commercial 

banks and microfinance,’ he explains. 

‘I have very good experience of 

doing these kinds of audits and 

also providing consultation work, 

accounting advice, market research, 

dealing with mergers and acquisitions, 

and helping buyers and sellers see 

how they can close deals. I’ve been 

involved in a number of deals for 

mergers and acquisitions, helping 

interested buyers acquire industries 

here, including microfinance.’ 

The financial services industry is 

booming in Cambodia, with the 
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in the country’s economic growth, 

Hy says. 

‘The governments of the two 

countries work well together, and that’s 

why there’s a lot of Chinese investment 

coming into Cambodia,’ he says. ‘I think 

China will contribute a lot to the country, 

especially with the flow of Chinese 

investment, tourists and companies.’ 

This is due in large part, Hy says, to 

the One Belt, One Road initiative, which 

is having a major impact on companies 

in the region. ‘Geographically, 

Cambodia is at the centre of ASEAN, so 

if this kind of project gets successfully 

up and running, Cambodia will get a lot 

of benefit from that,’ he says. 

Greater regional connectivity, from 

roads to telecommunications, would all 

benefit Cambodia, Hy argues. But all of 

these economic changes may require 

policy changes, too.  

In July last year, at the conclusion of 

its annual Article IV consultation, the 

International Monetary Fund announced 

that, while Cambodia’s economy 

continues to grow, the government will 

face increased spending pressures that 

need to be addressed by improving 

tax revenues through the government 

strengthening tax administration and 

introducing reforms. 

‘I think the government is working 

very hard. They’re changing policy, 

reviewing laws and regulations to 

attract business and bring in more tax 

revenue,’ Hy says. 

Within this atmosphere of 

constant growth and change, Hy 

says that his ACCA membership 

has played a fundamental role in his 

career advancement. There was no 

ACCA office in Cambodia when he 

joined PwC in 2000, so the young 

recruits travelled to neigbouring 

Vietnam to study. 

Hy spent three weeks a year studying 

there, eventually completing the ACCA 

Qualification in 2005. 
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Basicsi

PwC Southeast Asia Peninsula 

comprises 11 offices across five 

countries, including Phnom Penh in 

Cambodia. Since entering Cambodia 

in 1995, PwC Cambodia has expanded 

the scope of its services and currently 

employs more than 200 people, 

both Cambodian nationals and 

expatriates. The firm in Cambodia 

has built up strong relationships with 

key ministries, financial institutions 

and both commercial and aid-

funded organisations, offering wide 

knowledge of policies and procedures 

in the country covering investment, 

tax, accounting and consulting.

‘The company provided me with a lot 

of training, technical experience and 

sponsorship for ACCA,’ Hy says. ‘If I 

hadn’t had ACCA training supported 

by PwC, I wouldn’t have been able to 

stay until now.’ 

In order to give back, Hy is an 

active member of Kampuchea Institute 

of Certified Public Accountants and 

Auditors and ACCA Cambodia, 
and is a workplace mentor for 

young professionals. ‘I see that ACCA 

contributes a lot to professionals so 

that they can grow to bigger roles 

and responsibilities,’ he says. ‘You 

differentiate yourself from others if you 

have the ACCA Qualification; it’s very 

important for your career development. 

I strongly encourage people to maintain 

their membership.’ 

Hy, who became a partner in July 

2017, has big plans for the future, 

including bringing in more business 

and revenue, and increasing the 

company’s visibility. ‘Partnership is 

challenging,’ he admits. ‘I believe the 

firm trusts me and I believe that I can 

help to grow the firm quickly.’ 

Despite his career success, Hy’s life 

isn’t all work and no play. In his free time 

he travels around Cambodia and enjoys 

the country’s natural beauty. 

‘I go to the beach or the 

mountains, usually once a month,’ 

Hy says. ‘The beach is my favourite. 

Sihanoukville has the most beautiful 

beach in Cambodia.’ AB

Cristina Maza, journalist
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Tomorrow’s MBA today
Business schools wanting to draw in the best students are reshaping their syllabuses 
and teaching methods to connect with a whole new student profile – Generation Z

Business schools around the 
world have been overhauling 
their offerings to engage 
millennials, but the arrival 
of Generation Z – those 
currently aged between 13 
and 21 – presents an entirely 
new set of challenges.

This new army of digital 

natives, which has not known 

a world without digital 

technology, brings with it 

a new set of expectations. 

If business schools want to 

attract the best students, 

they need to learn what 

these expectations are.

It’s a widely recognised 

concern. A recent survey 

from the Association of MBAs 

and Parthenon-EY found that 

being innovative and creative 

in MBA delivery was a major 

challenge for business 

schools across all regions, but 

particularly in the Americas.

‘Technology and new 

market trends are disrupting 

every single industry, and 

higher education is no 

exception,’ says Ignacio 

Gafo, professor of marketing 
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Top four MBA trends 
* The rise of entrepreneurialism. Entrepreneurial MBAs 

have grown in popularity recently as generations Y and Z 

prioritise the many values of entrepreneurship.

* Action-based learning. Some courses have been 

specifically designed to help students apply their 

business expertise to real-life situations in preparation for 

leadership roles after they graduate.

* Flexible learning. The demand for a flexible MBA 

continues to rise, as growing numbers of professionals 

recognise the appeal of developing their expertise without 

taking a career break.

* Specialisations. These are making a big comeback, 

as recruiters expect to hire graduates with in-depth 

management experience of the industry in which they are 

seeking to work.

Source: topuniversities.com

and vice dean of IE’s 

Business School’s global and 

executive MBA programmes. 

‘Actually, advances in 

technology combined with 

the new customer profile 

have fostered changes and 

the need to reinvent how we 

manage higher education. If 

we take these changes into 

consideration, it seems to 

be obvious that traditional 

approaches will not work. 

We are basically dealing with 

a whole new student profile.’

Case studies 
Historically, most business 

schools have delivered a 

substantial part of their 

MBA learning via case 

studies, looking at concepts 

from finance to marketing. 

Traditionally, this may have 

taken the form of a complex 

business decision, with the 

aim of getting students 

to think through strategic 

moves in a corporate 

environment. However, with 

the arrival of a new kind of 

student, this is one area that 

forward-thinking business 

schools are overhauling. 

Generations Y and Z may 

still see the benefit in 

maximising profits, but 

they are also influenced 

by things like corporate 

social responsibility and 

sustainability.

‘The case study is very 

much part of teaching, 

both in its traditional 

classroom form and in 

new virtual ways,’ says 

Chengwei Liu, course 

director of the executive 

MBA at Warwick Business 

School. ‘Today’s MBA 

students are interested 

in business doing good, 

adding to society, rather 

than just the bottom 

line.’ To address this, he 

says, the business school 

has created a number 

of new approaches. 

These include an annual 

healthcare case study 

challenge with GE 

Healthcare, which brings 

together MBA students 

from around the world 

and healthcare professionals 

to develop innovative 

solutions to healthcare’s 

most pressing problems. 

This year’s challenge 

focused on sepsis and 

the previous year’s on 

dementia.

Another example cited 

by Liu is a variation on the 

case-study challenge called 

Nudgeathon, developed 

by Warwick’s behavioural 

science group, where teams 

try to develop a solution to a 

social problem – littering, for 

example – using the concept 

of ‘nudging’. Nudging uses 

positive reinforcement 

and indirect suggestions 

to influence people’s 

behaviour. Nudgeathon 

has proved so popular that 

the group is now teaming 

up with universities in 

Australia and Mexico to run 

similar events.

Liu says that Warwick 

Business School also 

developed a case study of 

the Volkswagen ‘dieselgate’ 

scandal, where students 

examined the internal 

culture of the company 

and explored the events 

around it before 

producing a mini-

documentary.

Savvy business 

schools have 

also realised 

that they must 

make their MBA 

programmes 

relevant to 

digital working 

practices.

Oxford 

University’s Saïd 

Business School announced 

this summer that it would 

launch an online course 

in financial technology 

(fintech) designed to equip 

business executives with 

the knowledge needed in 

an increasingly digitised 

financial services industry. 

Meanwhile, HBX, Harvard 

Business School’s digital 

learning initiative, has 

launched Entrepreneurship 

Essentials, an online 

course that introduces 

participants to the principles 

of entrepreneurship, tapping 

into Generation Z’s hunger 

for more entrepreneurial 

roles following their 

graduation.

The evolution is likely to 

continue as competition 

between business schools 

to capture the next 

generation of top students 

ramps up. AB 

Beth Holmes, journalist

Today’s MBA 
students are 
interested in 

business doing 
good and adding 
to society, rather 

than just the 
bottom line
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Engine for growth
ACCA president Leo Lee describes how the organisation has a key role in reducing 
polarisation and transforming the economies of developing countries

ACCA president Leo Lee has grown 
to understand the impact that his 
professional body has on individuals 
and countries. It was upon joining 
ACCA’s Council in 2005 that Lee, 
who became president in December, 
says he became aware that the 
organisation was much bigger 
than he had previously realised. 
‘I saw ACCA’s significant impact 
on people’s lives and how it helps 
to grow economies,’ he says. 

Open access, he acknowledges, 

speaks particularly to emerging markets 

where ACCA has invested heavily. 

‘Once a young person gains our 

Qualification, his or her life is changed, 

as is their income, and often the lives 

of those around them,’ he says. Lee 

has also observed how investing in 

accountancy education – through ACCA 

and higher education – helps transform 

economies. He points to the dramatic 

transformation of Hong Kong’s economy 

in the last 40 years. 

A growing economy in developing 

countries also helps narrow polarisation 

between rich and poor. ‘Through 

education and job opportunities, ACCA 

makes the world a better place; it is an 

important contribution we make,’ he 

says. ‘This is one of the reasons I offered 

to stand as an ACCA officer. I want to 

spend more of my time encouraging 

young people to see accountancy as 

their career.’ 

As deputy president last year, Lee 

had already travelled extensively in 

emerging economies, especially in 

Asia, including Indonesia, Nepal and 

Cambodia. ‘When I talk to the local 

accountancy bodies, they tell me they 

do not have the talent pool to help,’ he 

says. ‘That is where ACCA can come 

in, working as a partner with the local 

profession, helping the economy grow. 

‘I can be a role model telling young 

people how ACCA can open many 

doors and make the world a better 

place.’ And he quotes an old proverb: 

‘It is beautiful to see people smile; it 

is even more beautiful if you are the 

reason for the smile. I hope to be the 

reason for the smile.’

Leading and shaping
In his presidential year Lee is planning  

to continue the work of ACCA, 

leading and shaping the accountancy 

profession. He started his journey to 

president two decades ago. In 1997 

Lee – who has spent his professional 

life in Hong Kong – was elected 

as a committee member of ACCA 
Hong Kong. 

Lee was elected as president of 

ACCA Hong Kong in 2004. At the 

time, the local accountancy body, with 

whom ACCA had mutual recognition, 

was looking to switch to graduate-

only entry. This was not in line with 

ACCA’s open-access policy where 

the philosophy was – and remains 

– for young people to prove their 

competence through examination. 

‘We don’t control the input; we 

control the output,’ Lee says. ‘Everyone 

has to pass the same exam to become 

professional accountants.’ He joined 

Council to safeguard those principles. 

‘Whether other bodies recognise you 

is not relevant,’ he says. ‘You must 

ensure your qualification is relevant to 

the business world. If it can meet the 

needs of the employers then it will be a 

gold standard.’ 

He also wanted to help to ensure the 

relevancy of the Qualification. Lee’s first 

election-to-Council statement in 2006 

highlighted two elements: first, that 

ACCA should remain an international 

passport for professional accountants; 

and secondly, that the leadership 

must ensure the relevance of the 

Qualification. ‘I am happy that what I 

pledged to do has to a large extent 

been achieved’, he says. ‘There is always 

room for improvement but we have 

made great strides.’

Lee points, for instance, to one 

great stride – ACCA’s strategic alliance 

with CA ANZ in 2016, which was a 

key piece in the jigsaw ensuring that the 
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Qualification is recognised all over the 

world. He is also pleased that ACCA 

has invested in its research, Professional 
accountants – the future, which, in 

the report Drivers of change and 
future skills, identifies seven quotients of 

success for professional accountants. 

‘From these findings – where we 

interviewed over 10,000 business leaders 

across the world – we looked again at 

our Qualification, which introduces for 

September 2018 a new case-study paper 

allowing candidates to blend technical, 

ethical and business skills.  

Licence to reform
Looking back over his career, Lee 

describes the highlight as being 

director of licensing at Hong Kong’s 

independent securities and futures 

market regulator, the Securities and 

Futures Commission, as well as leading 

an initiative to reform the licensing 

regime, focusing on competency of 

intermediaries to help improve investor 

protection and confidence.  

Over his working life Lee has seen 

technology pose challenges. The 

latest iteration is robots; he saw one 

recently performing invoicing work. 

‘In three hours the robot completed 

tasks that would take a human three 

days,’ he says. He muses over whether 

developments such as blockchain, 

with its promise of transparency, could 

undermine the role of auditors and 

assurance work. 

‘These are tools; they can’t replace 

judgment and decision-making,’ he says. 

‘We need to rethink the competencies 

and skills required from accountants and 

that is what we are doing.’

For Lee, accounting describes 

what happens in business. ‘When 

technology changes that world, we have 

to change, which is why we so regularly 

review and update our syllabus. That is 

why our members will continue to be in 

demand by employers.’

As he settles into the presidential 

role, his only worry is a lack of 

time, as he is aiming to meet as 

many members and students as 

possible. But to share that burden he 

pays tribute to his fellow officers and 

ACCA team, noting that ‘to be happy 

alone is not as good as to be happy 

with other people’. AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Ethics and professional skills module
More than 800 members have now accessed ACCA’s recently 

launched Ethics and Professional Skills module. The new 

module, aimed at developing a full spectrum of advanced 

ethical and professional skills, forms part of a range of 

innovations to the ACCA Qualification. It is also available to 

members as a CPD tool where you can claim seven verifiable 

CPD units. You can access it at bit.ly/ACCA-ethics-module

Working together  
ACCA’s alliance with CA ANZ takes another step forward 
with office co-locations in several important markets

ACCA staff in Sydney have 
moved into the offices of 
strategic alliance partner 
Chartered Accountants 
Australia and New Zealand 
(CA ANZ).

The move marks the final 

stage in a series of employee  

co-locations designed to 

make it easier to collaborate 

and support members. CA 

ANZ staff in Hong Kong, 

London, Kuala Lumpur and 

Singapore have moved into 

ACCA offices.

Julian Boram, head of 

ACCA Australia and New 
Zealand, said: ‘Members 

in Australia and New 

Zealand have responded 

enthusiastically to our 

strategic alliance. 

‘In the last six months 

we’ve collaborated on over 

30 CPD and networking 

events, roundtables, dinners 

and other occasions where 

members of both bodies 

have come together.

‘Being located in the same 

building makes it easier for 

us to work with our CA ANZ 

counterparts to put on more 

great activities and provide 

further support and benefits 

to our members.’

He added: ‘We’re 

delighted by the warm 

welcome we’ve been given, 

and with the World Congress 

of Accountants taking place 

in Sydney in November, we 

look forward to building on 

our collaboration.’

Similar advantages are 

already being enjoyed by 

members of both bodies in 

the other locations. 

Other recent benefits 

of the alliance include 

Accountancy Futures 

magazine, a twice-yearly 

publication focusing on 

the critical issues facing 

tomorrow’s accountancy 

profession, and a joint 

ACCA/CA ANZ paper 

on the obligations of 

company directors 

in financial reporting 

(featured in the January 

edition of Accounting 
and Business). 

Find out more at 

accaglobal.com/alliance. AB
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Innovation imperative
Tomáš Kouřil, 02’s Czech Republic 
CFO, on the need for startup spirit

Blue-sky thinking
How accountants are using drones 
to check assets and valuations

Missing ingredient
Financial skills needed for donor-
funded projects in South Asia
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Creating a buzz 
The global market in green bonds  
is all set for take-off

Accountancy 
Futures
We’ve teamed up with our 
alliance partner Chartered 
Accountants ANZ to bring 
you a redesigned twice-yearly 
publication exploring the issues 
facing tomorrow’s profession

Download your copy and find out more about the benefits 
of our strategic alliance at accaglobal.com/alliance
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